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ABSTRACT
The Development af a Discrete Fourier T?-insform Algorithm using 
the Table Look Up Method
The development of a system to compute the Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) of o time sampled, wide dynamic range noiselike signol i 
reported in this dissertation. The mathematical basis of the 
algorithm is covered and an algorithm is then developed and 
programmed on a Nova 1200 minicomputer. '"he results are then 
compared with those of a Fast Fourior Transform Algorithm. (FFT)
Fourier analysis of continuous and sampled time signals is 
discussed and it is shown that the Fourier Series Coefficients of 
a sampled time sequence are related by a constant to the Discrete 
Fourier Transform of that time sequence. The Fourier Series 
Coefficients are considered to be a special case of the bivariate 
time average which is solved j ing a computabicnal algorithm based 
on statistical averaging methods and a table look up method. The 
signal component of the bivoriale average is sampled with a 
logarithmic analog to digital converter (LADC) thus allowing a wide 
dynamic range signal to be represented by a short word length.
The problem of generating the sinusoidal component is overcome by 
spacing the absciusas in the statistical average numerical integration 
formula sinusoidally and generating lifioor in time addresses which 
correspond to the arguments of a sinusoidal wnvo.
The Fourier Series Coefficient algorithm is extended to 
compute Discrete Fourier Transforms and the linear address (argument)
gene 'itor is modified to generate addresses that correspond to all 
the frequencies extracted by the DPT. This algorithm is termed 
the Discrete Fourier Transform using the Table Look Up method 
(DFTTLU).
The basic features of this technique are summarized. The 
LADC output word and the generated address form an address pair which 
specifies a constant, in a stored table of constants, which is added 
to an accumulator. The accumulator is initially set to zero, and 
after the number of samples in a signal burst hove been processed, 
will contain a number proportional to the harmonic, the frequency 
of which has been set by the generated addresses (arguments). The 
remaining harmonics are processed by setting the frequency of the 
generated addresses accordingly. The basic calculation step of 
this technique requires no multiplication. The algorithm is 
programmed in Assembler Code and is run on a minicomputer system 
that has a LADC peripheral.
An indication of the accuracy of the DFTTLU is obtained by 
comparing its results with those of on FFT algorithm of known 
accuracy analysing the same signal. The FFT is also programmed on 
the minicomputer and a 12 bit analog to digital converter peripheral 
(synchronised with the LADC) samples and oncodos tha signal. The 
differences between the results arc loss than 2% of the maximum 
harmonic amplitude for the worst case.
Although the aim of the work is the development of a real 
time Fourier Transform system that analyses noiselik^ signals, the 
system developed is slow because of the inherent complexity of the
iii
Assembler Code needed to generate the addresses. It is envisaged 
that a hardware based system would simplify and overcome this 
problem.
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1 FOURIER ANALYSIS OF SIGNALS USING A DIGITAL SIGNAL 
PROCESSING SYSTEM
1.1 Introduction
In recant years digital instrumentation, with its inherent 
reliab-lity, accuracy and ease of reading has rivalled, and in 
many cases surpassed analog instrumentation in most fields of 
electrical measurements. A glance at most electronic instrument 
makers' catalogues will show that digital voltmeters and frequency 
counters are common 'off the shelf* items while digital signal 
processing modulus such as those performing the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT), designed for use as 'stand alone* apparatus, or 
add on peripherals for a mini-computer (• microprocesser), are 
entering the market in increasing numbers. The improvements in 
digital electronics technology and the resulting decrease in costs 
have given rise to digital systems designed to compute mure complex 
electrical measurements such as time averages, correlation coefficients 
and Fourier Transforms of signals.
Simplicity and accuracy are two important aspects in the 
design of a digital signal measurement system. Most systems, 
consist of;
1. An analog to digital converter (ADC) which samp." 
the amplitude of on analog signal with respect to time and 
represents this amplitude with a digital codu word.
2. A digital processor which calculates the required 
measurement (eg time average) of the analog signal. The digital
2processer can be o special purpcao digital instrument or a computer 
programmed to perform the required measurement.
3. The outp'./t display displays the result of the 
moasureirre/it in a digital (eg LED or NIXIE display) or graphic (eg 
CRO or plotter display) form.
The accuracy of most existing digital signal processing 
systems relies in most cases, not on theoretical considerations, 
but on processing a large number of time samples to reduce sampling 
errors, and on finely quantised amplitude levels in the ADC to 
reduce amplitude quantisation errors. The resulting digital 
instrument is ysually more accurate thnn its analog counterpart 
and less complex than an analog instrument of comparable accuracy. 
The major sources of error in most digital signal processing systems 
can be broadly classified os;
1. Time sampling errors
2. Amplitude quantising errors.
3. Rounding or truncating errors in the numerical
algorithm used to calculate the measurement.
These errors ore discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 2 of references
5 and 14 respectively.
Hanrahon (ref. 6) reviews some of the literature on these 
errors and presents a study of the underlying theory of time 
averages of amplitude quantised time sampled data. The particular 
approach used in this work leads to tho development of a simple 
algorithm, based on a table look up (TLU) method and on statistical
3averoges, to calculate tirre averages of signals. The basic 
features of the TLU mothod are as follows:
Samples of th; signal being piocessed are quantised fairly 
coarsely. "he quon'tiasr output word is used as an address to 
specify a constant, j.n a table of constants, which is added to an 
accumulator. The accumulator, initially set to zero, contains o 
number proportional to the required average after a large number 
of samples hove been orocessed. This technique can compute
multivariate as well as single variote time averages. A simplified 
block diagram of a system to calculate a single variote average is 
given in Fig 1.1 «
F ig .1.1 S ingle  V a ria te  Time Average  System
4This approach in implementing a digital processor has the 
following advantages:
1) A  simple ACC is used. The ADC has fewer amplitude
levels when compared with most commercially produced ADc" and 
less bits aro needed to code an amplitude level,
2) The basic calculation step does not need a
multipication operation.
These factors allow a relot." .-ely simple digital signal processing 
system to be developed to conpute time averages such os:
1. Mean value




The tabl'j look up method is not exact because of the quantisation 
of the signals in both time and amplitude. The accuracy obtainable 
ranges from errors of a few per cent with relatively coarse 
amplitude quantisation (ie approximately 8 levels and 500 - 1 000 
samples) to 0,1# error with 16 - 64 amplitude levels and up to 
4 000 samples.
The TLU method does not restrict the ADC characteristic 
and consequently the ADC characteristic con be chosen to suit tho
properties of the signal being processed. Signalb that have a
wide dynamic range and a Gaussian or similar amplitude distribution 
(ie noise like signals)are of particular interest in the fields
5of acoustic and vibration onolysis. These signals can be quantised 
logarithmically, so providing high resolution at low signal 
amplitudes and coarse resolution at high signal amplitudes.
Hanrahon10 describes o system that has o 19 level, 3dB spacing 
logarithmic analog to digital converter (LADC) compute the mean 
and mean square values of noise signals to on . curacy of the order 
of 0,5dB. A logical extension of the work, suggested by Professor 
Hanrahon as the subject of this dissertation, is Fourier Analysis 
of logarithmically quantised noiselike signals, the aim of the 
work being the development of a real time on line digital Fourier 
Analyser that exploits the advantages of the LADC and the TLU 
method. This system could be used in acoustic signal analysis, 
low f.-.'quency vibration analysis or any application that requires 
the Fourier Transform of noiselike, wide dynamic range signals.
1.2 Review of the Literature
The literature pertinent to the TLU method, analog to 
digital converters and Fourier Analysis systems is reviewed in 
this section. An existing TLU system that calculates Fourier 
Coefficients is described and the LADC is discussed. A brief 
description of the state of the art in Fourier Analysis systems 
is given.
1.2.1 The Table Look Up Method and the Logarithmic
Analog to Digital Converter
Hanrahon6 describes a TLU system that calculates the 
Fourier Coefficients of deterministic signals which are quantised
6into eight positive and eight negative linearly spaced levels in 
this particular case The typical error is given as a percentage 
of the maximum valut fundamental which is defined to be 1.
The errors are of t same order or better than those of a
conventional heterodyne wove analyser (viz. 3 per cent full scale 
error and 6 per cent spurious response). A mare complex system 
based"7 on the same principle reduces the errors to one per cent 
error and one per cent spurious response.
The concept of quantising wide dynamic range noiselike 
signals using o logarithmic analog to digital converter (LADC) is 
discussed in reference 8 and a TLU system incorporating an LADC 
to calculate ...«an and mean sqcare values is described. The 
error analysis shows the errors to be of the order of 0,1 dB 
provided that a noiselike signal is processed. The error rises 
to approximately 2dB when a deterministic signal is processed. 
Applications of this system ere discvssed in reference 9 . The 
design considerations of a LADC computer peripheral and the 
computer programme needed to compute mean and mean square values 
of a noiselike signal is covered in reference 10. The LADC 
developed hos IP positive and IP negative levels spaced 3dB opart.
1.2.2 The State of tho Art in Fourier Analysis S/stems
Fourier analysis systems can be divided into two types, 
analog and digital systems. The systems described here ora just 
a few of the many systems (available.
1.2,2.1 Anolog Systems
The heterodyne wave analyser was used by Bell 
Telephone Laboratories 2 in the late forties as the basis of the 
'Sono Graph1 spectrum analyser. This electro-mechanical 
instrument, which is used to analyse speech signals, produces a 
frequency spectrogram of about 2,5 seconds of speech signals in 
about three minutes. The dynamic range of the spectrogram is 
about 12dB.
Today, the best description of the state of the art is 
found in electronic equipment catalogues/'"'2 For example,
the specifications of the HP 3580A Spectrum Analyser are summarized 
below.12
Frequency Range: 5Hz to 50kHz
Dynamic Range 80dB
Maximum Error IdB
Sweeptime 0,1 sec. to 2 000 sec.
Minimum Bandwidth 1Hz
A bandpass filter (1Hz minimum bandwidth) " between
the required lower and upper frequency limits and iter output
is displayed on a CRT.
Another analog system is the Bruel and Kjaer 3 Type 3347 Real 
Time one third Octave Analyser. This system consists of 30 one
third octave filters with centre frequencies from 25Hz to 20kHz.
The filter outputs are scanned every 20ms and the results are displayed 
on a CRT in the form of a bar graph - the horizontal axis is the
8fiequency axis. The dynamic range of the instrument is 64dB and 
the CRT displays a range of 50dB with a resolution of 0,2dB.
Generally the analog Fourier analysis instruments ure 
complicated and require a calibration or setting up procedure 
before they can be used.
1.2.2.2 Digital Systems
Digital systems that perform Fourier Analysis can be 
divided into two typei.
1. Systems that use linear filter theory or recursive 
techniques.
2. Systems that use the Cooley Tukey Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT).S
The FFT algorithm is used in virtually all digital systems.
Most minicomputers with 4K of memory core and the ability to control 
an ADC peripheral can be programmed to analyse electrical signals 
using the FFT algorithm.
An example of a big commercially produced system that uses 
the FFT is the HP5451 series.12 This consists of a minicomputer, 
keyboard, a dual 10 bit analog to digital converter, a display 
control unit and a CRT, and a software package to control the 
system. A Fourier Transform of tou time samples is produced in 
about 100ms. and has a dynamic range of 80dB and a frequency range 
of 0 - 100kHz.
At the other end of the scalo there ore the 'FFT modules',
ai> example of which is the Plessey SPM-02. This is designed for
9use os a ’stand alone1 or add on FFT processer with a minicomputer 
or microprocesser. The module can process 1 024 complex points 
in 250ms with a frequency range of 0 - 50 kHz,
All the above examples must not be construed as a complete 
description as the state of the art, but they do give on indication 
of the different methods used in Fourier analysis.
1.3 The Present Work
The present work is concerned with the development of a 
digital system that exploits the advantages of the TLU method and 
the LADC to perform real time on line Fourier Transforms of noise 
signalsthat have a wide dynamic range. The system is implemented 
as a software programme that is run on o Nova 1200 minicomputer in 
conjunction with the 19 level, 3d8 spacing logarithmic analog to 
digital convertor.10 The speed and accuracy of the system ore 
investigated by varying certain parameters and comparing the 
results with those given by an algorithm of known accuracy (eg
Cooley Tukey Fast Fourier Transform, FFT). The ultimate aim of
this work is the development of a Fourier Analysis Instrument that 
can rival and, in some cases, replace existing digital (and analog) 
Fourier Analysis systems that process noiselike signals.
The flexibility of the computer facilitates changes to the 
algorithms in the light of results obtained in anal sing signals.
The programme stops needed to implement the algorithm are
analogous io tho stops required if the algorithm is implemented 
in a special purpose hardware digital instrument.
1.4 Sc o p o ond Format of the Dissertation
This dissertation first covers the mathematical basis of the 
DFT TLU and then discusses the development of a computational 
algorithm. The algorithm is programmed on a Nova 1200 minicomputer 
and the results are compared with the results of an FFT algorithm.
Fourier analysis of continuous and time sampled signals is 
covered in Chapter 2 and it is shown that the Fourier Coefficients 
of a time sampled, periodic signal are related to the Discrete Fourier 
Transform of that time sampled signal. The Fourier Coefficients . 
are also shown to be a special case of the bivoriate time average 
which is solved using a computational algorithm based on statistical 
averaging methods ond a table look up method. The problem of 
generating the sinusoidal component of the bivoriate average is 
discussed and a simple linear in time sinusoidal channel address 
generation is developed.
In Chapter 3 the linear in time address generator is 
modified so that the Fourier Coefficient system con be extended 
to compute the Discrete Fourier Transform.
The algorithm that is programmed to solve the DFT TLU is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and numerical values of 
harmonics and the machine code scale factors are derived and 
tabulated.
The DFTTLU is compared with tho FFT in Chapter 5 in order
11
to obtain an error characteristic. The results of the FFT are 
regarded as the ’true1 value and the differences between the FFT 
and the DFT TLU are termed the 'errors'.
The conclusions and recommendations for further work are 
covered in Chapter 6.
Derivations or discussions that break the continuity of 
this dissertation are covered by the appendices at the end of this 
report. The generation of the linear in time addresses which 
replace sine or cosine waves needed for Fourier Transform Analysis 
is discussed in Appendices A3 and A4 and the derivation of the 
storea table of values(STV) is discussed in A1 and A2. A system 
that compares the results of the DFT TLU and an FFT algorithm is 
fjiven in A6.
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2. THEORY UNDERLYING THE APPLICATION OF THE TABLE LOOK UP
METHOD TO THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the definitions of the Fourier Series
Coefficients and the Fourier Transform for continuous and sampled 
input data. In a samp' 1 data system, where the signal is periodic, 
band- limited and sampled a +s •'iyquint Rate, the complex Fourier 
Coefficients are shown to be supples of the continuous Fourier 
Transform taken at integral multiples of a frequency proportional 
to the sampling rate. It is then shown that the complex Fourier 
Coefficients are proportional to the Discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT) points of the sampled signal. The complex Fourier Coefficients 
are a special case of the bivoriate time a /erage5 and are solved 
with statistical averages and the table look up technique. In 
this dissertation the theory that shows how the table look up method 
can be used to solve a bivoriate statistical time average >s not 
given as this is covered in appendices 3 and 7 of reference 6.
2.2 The Fourier Series Coefficients and the 
Fourier Transform
For a continuous, periodic, real time Function x(t) of period 
Ty the general equation of the Fourier Series can bo written as 
follows:
2.1
r is the order of the Fourier Series Coefficients and f^ = l/T^.
13
The Fourier Series Coefficients are written as f 
Tl/2
or = | J  *(t) co. (ZITrfj t) dt.
'^ 1 /2
T.„ 1/2
b = | f *(t) sin (2ITrf1 t) dt 23
Equations 2.2 and 2.3 can be written in the exponential .form
. ( t ) . - ' ! ^ '  dt .2.4
"Tl/2
ie Cr = ar ^r 2.5
The Fourier Transform con be written as
X U = J x(t).-^ * dt 2.6
Consider a burst waveform x(t) of duration NT. By definition as 
x(t) is time limited, its Fourier Transform cannot be band limited. 
Hence it cannot be sampled fast enough to completely prevent aliasing. 
However, if the sampling interval T is small enough, aliasing can 
be reduced to negligible extent. Under these circumstances the 
interpolation^(sampling) theorem may be applied, and it would be 
possible to reconstitute x(t) almost exactly from its samples 
x (nT), i.e.
v — ' sin ii /V.jz ni.\
14
where N is a finite number. If the signal burst is repeated 
to give x^(t), the Fourier series coefficients of x^(t) can be 
computed. The periodic repetition of the sampled burst can be 
written as
n  = 2 n /N  T 2.9
In this case the complex Fourier 
Series Coefficients are denoted D. .
NT
T T o  o 5 f c o  fCt-nT-INT)
Dfc NT,K r Z Z  '
The DFT of x^(nT) exists and is 




From equations 2.13 and 2.15
2.16
The kth Fourier series coefficient of a periodic or repeated 
burst waveform sampled sufficiently fast to reduce aliasing to a 
negligible level, multiplied by the waveform period or burst duration 
NT, is equal to the kth harmonic of the DFT, X^, of that waveform.
It is meaningless to talk of the Fourier Trans Torm of a 
sequence of samples^ but o sequence of discrete numbers x^(nT) witli 
a time function
The tiire function of equally spaced impulses O (t - nT), hos 
a transform that is periodic in frequency with period 2JT mos*
cases the DFT of o sampled time function will only approximate the 
Fourier Transform of the time function (cf aquations 2.14 on cl 2,18) 
but the properties of the DFT and the Fourier Transform correspond 
exactly. Hov.ver there are only N distinct numbers in the DFT and 
only N different frequencies can be distinguished. These frequencies 
ore denoted
frequency = kfl t k = 0,1,2 N - 1 2,19
where A  = 2 77 and T e sampling period
f(t) 2.17




The complex numbers NTD^ can be regarded as samples of the Fourier 
Transform taken at integral multiples of the frequency-Tl and a
where f, = A  
1 ITT
Algorithms that compute Fourier Series Coefficients or,br,cr are 
of greet significance as they can be used to compute a frequency 
spectrum of a burst like phenomena.
2.3 Expressing the Fourier Series Coefficients as a 
Sivcriote Time Average
Consider equation 2.15
'continuous Fourier Transform Spectrum' could be approximated using
the interpolation formula










= x g (nT) cosATnK
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2.24
Re(Dk) = x s ( t nrc o 3  k n t n
Similarly for Im(Dk)
2.25
Im(Dk)= xs (tn) sin ka t n
2.4 The Evoluation of the Time Average as o Statistical
In reference 6 a versatile method of calculating time 
averages, using amplitude quantised time sampled data, and based 
on statistical averages and equivalent to the required bivariate 
time average, has been developed. This method is applied to the 
estimation of D^. The general average, expressed as a statistical 
a v e r a g e i s
where p(X,Y) is the joint probability density function of X and Y. 
W  = f L sgn (X). sgn (Y) P-v (X.Y )dXdY 2.Z7
The intermediate mathematical steps between equations 2.26 and
2.27 are detailed in Appendix 3 in reference 6.
i XL and - Yl are the amplitude limits which x(t) and y(t) 
are assumed not to exceed. The distribution function, P^(X,Y) is 
defined as the joint probability that x(t) is more remote from zero 




sgn(X) is interpreted os 
sgn(X) = 1 X >  0+
sgn(X) = -1 X ^  0-
Equation 2.27 is the basis for developing the table look up algorithm 
(TLU) to solve D^. Numerical integration is performed with respect 
to one variable (say X) while the other (Y) is held constant at 
some value Y .
r l
- J w ( X )  . 2-23
This is estimated with a numerical integration formula
f  f(X)dX f f(%^ )
The only constraint on t'e quantising of the X channel signal is a 
one to one correspondence between the M quantiser thresholds, X^ , 
in the interval 0 < X < X L and the abscissas in the numerical 
integration formula. h and D are integration constants and yy. 
arc the integration weights of the formula. The thresholds on the 
negative axis are:
%.i= -X& i =0,1 ... M-1
The Y channel is similar and the integration weights are denoted ly 
Under those conditions, the integrand, Pxy(X,Y), can be 
estimated as the ratio of the number of sample pairs, C.., which 
fell more remote from zero than X^  and Y^  respectively, to the 
total number of sample pairs, N
1"' P»y (*'?)* SU 2.30
Equation 2.27 can now be written
h h
" i f l ,  '-31
x y i=0 j= o  ;
N samples of x(t) and .N samples of y(t) ore taken at sampling 
instants t^ , n = 0, 1, 2 ... N - 1, and the amplitude of the 
samples are quantised according to the above constraints. At the 
end of each sampling period C.. is calculated and the summation in 
equation 2.31 is performed. The algorithm suggested by equation 
2.31 is wasteful os 4M^M^ sample totals Have to be stored and
a summation must be performed N times. In appendix 7 of reference-
6 equation 2.31 is further simplified and is written
^ S T o n ^  (*(t,).y(t )) 5(1 K j  2.32
S(ln ^n) is a two dimensional array and each element in the array 
is calculated according to:
S(s,r) = /* I , „ U| s = 0,1 .... H -1
i=0 j=0 1 3
r = 0,1 .... My -1
and are the digital outputs of the ADCs operation on x(t^) and
y(t^) respectively. is equal to the subscript of the largest
X abscissa less than or equal to x(t^) and is equal to the
subscript of the largest V abscissa less than or equal to y(t ).
The algorithm embodied in equation 2.32 is one of addressing 
particular locations in a store (taMo) containing an array of 
constants S(s,r). An accumulator is initially set to zero.
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When the two samples are taken at time t^ and ore obtained.
These values, acting as addresses, specify that the constant 
S(l^K^) held in address location (l^ K^) in the stored table of 
values, is to be added to the accumulator. Signed addition is 
necessary, the sign being obtained from sgn(x(t^).y(^))After N 
address pairs have been similarly processed the accumulator will 
contain the value
^  DxDyN
A block diagram of a system to implement this algorithm is given 
in Fig.2.1.
.iM.
Fig. 2.1 System to  Estimate xy
2.5 Applying the Stotisticol Average using the TLU method 
to the Discrete Fourier Transform
The Fourier Coefficients coo be estimated wibh equation 2.32
h h  I W
' 2.32
R.(D ) . x y K -1 s,n(x t ). y(t )) S (I K ) 
k D O N  fr-fr 5
h.A. W
where y(t^) = s i n ( ) k = 0-.-N-1
To simplify the equations, T, the sampling period is defined to 
be one unit of time and equation 2,5 becomes
n, 2J1 2.35
Equation 2.16 is now written as
NDk = XCkfl) = Fk = X k 2.36
is the Discrete Fourier Transform implemented with the table look 
up method (DFTTLU).
Equations 2.33 and 2.34 are written
h h \ ~ ’X
F1< = d ¥  * W  2’37
y = cos /2jTnk\ for Rc(F. ) 2.38
n  ^ N k
> e sin / 2 ftnk\ for Im(F, ) 2.39
n N
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The N harmonics con be calculated by setting k to 0,1 ... N - 1 
and solving equations 2.37 and 2.38.
ie. If X is a band limited signal sampled at its Nyquist Rate,
F^ , k= 0,1 ... N - 1 can be regarded.as samplesof the Fourier 
Transform taken at integral multiples of the frequency A =  — ,
The signal in the Y channel is deterministic and Kfi follows
o deterministic pattern. could be generated with a digital
sinusoidal address generator. The different frequencies of K 
are denoted The subscripts nk correspond to the nk in
sin
If the Y channel abscissas (cf. eqn 2.39) follow a
sinusoidal pattern, and the integration weights, u., and
constants h^ and are adjusted accordingly, becomes equivalent
to the arguments of the sinusoidal function and has a LINEAR in time
characteristic. Thus there is no need for any kind (analog or
digital) sinusoidal generator. If the symmetrical properties of
the sinusoid are exploited, need only have values that correspond
to arguments between 0 and TT radians The Y channel contribution to
2
the signum function is the sign associated with the quadrant in which 
the argument falls. Consider the set of addresses (K^ arguments) 
required by a sine wove. The output of address generator, in 
sign/magnitude form, must correspond to the cyclic state starting 
at B in Fig.2.2
F ig . 2 2  Cyclic S ta te s  o f
The magnitude of the signed address generator (SAG) output 
forms the Y channel component of the address pair and the sign bit
forms the Y channel component of the signum function. (This is
similar to the logarithmic analog to digital convertor output. )
In this dissertation a negative signed address (argument) will 
never mean that on angular phosor has been displaced clockwise on 
a phasor diagram but that the sine or cosine of a negative argument
has a negative magnitude, A casino wave is regarded as a sine
wave delayed by ■£“ radians. This corresponds to starting the 
SAG at state A in Fig.2.2. The SAG can be considered a modified 
UP / DOWN counter which is simple to implement using TTL hardware.15 
The system in Fig.2.1 is modified to incorporate the SAG and the 
system in Fig.2.3 results.
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F ig .23 S ystem  to  E s tim a te  Fk
This system can only calculate one harmonic at a time.
Clock 1 sets the frequency (k) of the required harmonic and Clock
2 sets the sampling rate. The Accumulator is initially set to 
zero. At each sampling instant,tn/ the output of the quantiser,
In and the output of the SAG, K^, form the address pair, (l^ K^) 
which extracts the constant, S(l K^) from location (l^
This constant is either added or subtracted to or from the 
Accumulator, depending on the signum function. After N samples, 
the Accumulator contains a value proportional to the DFT frequency 
set by Clock 1.
In A7 a simple 8 point DFTTLU example shows the linear in 
time Knk address generator. The signal is linearly quantised and 
a sine wove is analysed. The results are not exact because of the 
simplicity of the 'system1.
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2.6 Discussion
This chapter has set out the relationship between the Fourier 
Series Coefficients and the Fourier Transform and has shown that the 
Fourier Series Coefficients of o sampled, periodic or repeated burst 
waveform can be regarded as samples of the Fourier Transform of the 
continuous signal provided that the sampling rate is high enough to 
prevent aliasing. The properties of the Fourier Transform are valid 
for the DFT if the signal is band limited and sampled at or above its 
Nyquiut rate. The Fourier Series coefficients are a special case of 
the bivariatu time average which, in turn, is solved with statistical 
average methods one the table look up method. The TLU method, 
which requires no multiplication in its basic calculation step can
be used to compute the DFT which normally needs complex 
multiplication and addition.
Finally the flexibility of the TLU techniques is demonstrated 
by the modification of the X and Y channel abscissas to suit the 
'signal' being processed. In the X channel, the abscissas ore 
spaced logarithmically to process noiselike signals with a wide 
dynamic range. In the Y channel, the abscissas are spc:ed 
sinusoidally and there is no need far a sine wave generator.
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3 COMPUTING THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM FROM THE FOURIER
SERIES COEFFICIENTS
3.1 Introduction
If q real band limited signal is sampled ot its Nyquist
Rote and N of the samples are processed, the DFT 0210^5 N distinct 
frequencies to be extracted.5 These frequencies are denoted k.0-
/V= T = sampling period
The frequencies ^     (N - l) are mirror images
of frequencies 0    (^ - l)
The system in 2.5 can extract N distinct frequencies(one at a 
time) by setting Clock 1 to generate addresses that are equivalent 
to the sinusoidal waves of frequencies kD, k =.0,1 ..... (N - l). 
The output of the signed address generator (SAG) is denoted by
Knk, where K is the signed address generated at time n to extract
the k th harmonic. The subscript, nk, is analogous to the nk in 
the angular argument used in the normal DFT notation, 
eg. sin ( ^j— } or cos
address pairs must be generated to extract N real harmonics
and address pairs must be generated to extract N imaginary 
harmonics, in order to compute the DFTTLU. The term 'harmonics' 
is usod loosoly in this dissertation and will refer to the 
frequency domain results of the DFTTLU-(ie. the N output points 
of the DFTTLU). Thus the major problem in implementing the 
DFTTLU is the simple and efficient operation of the 2N * signed 
addresses in the Y (sinusoidal) channel.
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To clorify the discussion in this chapter, the calculation 
steps needed to implement an 8 point DFTTLU are presented and 
methods of generating the signed addresses are discussed with the 
aid of a DFTTLU system block diagram.
3.2 A System to Implement the Discrete Fourier Transform
usir_, the Table Look Up Method
A simple DFTTLU system is discussed to facilitate the 
explanation of the signed address generator (SAG). In is the 
digital encoded value of the sampled signal amplitude at time
n(n s 0 .... N - l). K k is the output of the SAG. The
system only extracts imugi'ary harmonic components (ie. the 
addresses, K ^  correspond to the arguments of a sine wave).
The calculation steps are detailed in Fig.3.1, and the block 
diagram of the system to implement these steps is given in Fig. 
3.2.
Examination of Fig.3.1 reveal” that the nth row of 
addresses is the same os the nth column of addresses. The 
DFTTLU calculation steps can thus be solved row by row or column 
by column. The row by row method or 'Rows Method' is similar to 
the algorithm used to calculate Fourier Coefficients; the 
procedure simply being repeated N times. Tho Rows Method is 
detailed in 3.2.1. Tho Columns Method implements the calculation 
steps by generating columns of address pairs and adding the 
contents of the specified address to tho corresponding Accumulator 
ie Each address pair in a column of address pairs is
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associated with a different harmonic and the Accumulator associated 
with the particular harmonic is incremented. The columns method 
is described in 3.2.2.
Some notes on the DFTTLU system in Fig.3.2.
1. Only imaginary components of the harmonics ore 
extracted.
2. Initially the Accumulators are set to zero,
3. Thecontroller allows N samples of the signal to be
taken and the coded amplitude values ore stored in the N location 
IA array.
4. The SAG is set to state B (cf. Fig.2.2) before a new 
row or column of addresses are generated.
5. Strobing the SAG causes a K ^ value to be generated 
according to the value of index k.
3.2.1 The Rous Method
Consider Fig.3.2, which shows a system having eight 
elements for purposes of explanation (see A7). The control is 
programmed to calculate each harmonic separately as in the system 
described in section 3.2
1) The controller sets the required frequency index on 
the addr.-ss generator and switches the corresponding Accumulator 
on to the adder.
2) The controller strobes the SAG and addresses the first 
location in the I„ array. The output of the SAG and the array form 
the first address pair, I^K^.
F,=-S(I1K01),5(I,K„).S(l!K !I),S(I1K„).S(!,Kil).S(I,K„).S(ItK„),S(I,KI1) 
F2~S(IaK 0!),S(I ,K„),S( I ,K „).S( I,K„),S( I ,K„).S( i ,K J.S( I ,Ksl).S( I,K „) 
F ,-S (],K  J .S (  1 , K ^ ( ] , K . K ^ S d , K u ) . S (  1 , K ^ ( l . K , ^ S ( l , K  J
F <-S(IBK„).S(I1Ku),S(I!K,1)*S{l1K 1)),S(IiKu).S(fsK a).S(IiK,>S(I,K,l)
F . - S d / . ) - *  i | , K , ^ S ( I  ,h^S(I.Ku),S(I,K.).S(l,KJ.S( l,K„)
Fig.. 3.1 C a lc u la tio n  S teps fo r  8 p o in t O FTTLU
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Fig.3.2 Block Diagram of System to Perform Spectral Analysis
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3) The contents of the oddress, in the STV,
denoted ore added to the Accumulator.
4) The controller again strobes the SAG and addresses 
the next location in the array. The two outputs form the 
next address pair.
5) The contents of this address in the STV are then
added to the Accumulator.
6) The above procedure is repeated for the remaining
address pairs and the final value in the Accumulator is
s d . V  + .... + F,,
7) The controller sets the next frequency index k on
the SAG and switches the corresponing Accumulator on to the odder.
8) The above procedure is repeated for all the remaining
harmonics.
3.2.2 The Columns Method
Consider Fig.3.1. Column i of the signed addresses is 
the same as row A. If the frequency index, k, is set to zero 
and the SAG is strobed N times, the first column of signed 
addresses will he generated. In any column of address pairs, 
the I component does not change but each value in the STV 
addressed by one of these address pairs must be added to its 
corresponding Accumulator eg. the value obtained by the second 
address pair in a column must be added to tho second Accumulator 
in Fig.3.2. To solve the DFTTLU column by column the controller 
in Fig.3.2 must carry out the following steps:
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1) The controller sets the index k on the SAG.
2) The controller selects the value of in the array
where n s k and switches it through to one of the address inputs 
of the STV.
3) The controller switches the first Accumulator on to 
the odder and jtrobes the SAG.
4) The first address pair, I^K^, obtains the contents
of the STV and adds it to the first AccumuJ cor.
5) The controller switches the second Accumulator on to 
the odder and strobes the SAG.
6) The second address pair obtains the corresponding 
contents of the STV and odds it to the second Accumulator.
7) This procedure is repeated for the remaining 
Accumulators.
8) The remaining columns of address pairs are processed 
similarly.
3.3 Discussion on the Columns and Rows Methods
The Columns method is less complicated to programme as 
only the K ^  component of the address pair changes as each column 
of address pairs is generated. T  a disadvantage is that a different 
Accumulator must be incremented or decremented for ooch of the 
address pairs in the column. This problem is overcome by linking 
the selection of the Accumulators to the strobing of the SAG and 
the required Accumulator will be selected as each of the values
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are generated. The Columns method becomes a real time operation 
if a column of address pairs con be processed in less than the 
sampling period and,after the N columns of address pairs have 
been processed,the Accumulators will contain total proportional 
to the DFT points. The I array is not needed os the column of 
address pairs can be processed as soon os the I value is available 
from the LADC.
The Nova .1200 instruction set execution times do not permit 
a column of values to be generated in less than the sampling 
period and real time operation cannot be achieved. The use of 
TTL hardware to achieve real time operation is discussed in 6.2.
The I array must be retained to store the N time samples of the 
signal burst. The non-real time algorithm and Assembler programme 
used to process the signal burst is described in A3 and A4 
respectively. The most important details of A3 and A4 are 
summarized here for completeness.
From Fig. A3.3 it con be seen that if the first row and the 
first column are not counted, the addresses repeat after the 
row or column in which k or n equal ^  or, in some cases, j^.
Thus only the first ^  or ^  columns of address pairs need be generated. 
The values that share the same columns of values are shuffled 
out of the In array and are stored in a sub-array. These values of 
In follow a similar pattern to the 'bit reversed' pattern® of the 
FFT and are shuffled in a similar manner. Processing of the DFTTLU 
cannot begin until all N samples of the signal have been taken and 
stored in the array of N locations. The advantage of the
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modified Columns method is that one column of K ^ addresses can be 
used to generate 4 or 8 columns of address pairs.
The Rows method is the same as the method used to calculate 
the Fourier Coefficients and this method is repeated N times to 
solve the DFTTLU. In each row the 1^ and component of the 
address pair changes N times and this complicates the programming. 
Thus the modified columns method is chosen as the basis of the 
algorithm.
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4 THE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM
ALGORITHM USING THE TABLE LOOK UP METHOD
4.1 Introduction
The derivation of the integration weights, STV, algorithm 
and Assembler programme is given in Al, A2, A3 and A4 respectively. 
The important details of these appendices are given in this chapter 
under the general headings of:
1) The definition of the amplitude quantising levels
(the abscissas of the integration formulae), and the resulting 
integration weights and constants v^.u^.h^, h^ .
2) The derivation of the STV, the machine code values
that correspond to the STV and the resulting scaling factors D
3) The numerical values of the DFTTLU harmonics and the
overall machine code scale factor. The overflow and underflow 
of the Accumulators is considered and the STV and overall scale 
factor are adjusted to solve this problem. The overall scale 
factor for the different values of N and for the adjusted STV
ore tabulated at the end of this chapter.
4.2 The System
The system has two inputs, the X and the Y channel. The X
channel consists of N samples of the noise signal which are 
quantised logarithmically and encodod in the sign magnitudu form 
by the LADC, The LADC has 19 levels spaced at 3dB intervals
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and the output word has values between Og and 22g. A negative 
input signal is indicated by setting the most significant bit of 
the word (Bit zero on the Novo 1200) to one. The output of the 
LADC (excluding the sign bit) forms half the address pair of the 
5TV. The maximum value of the noise signal is defined to be -1 
(equivalent to about 2 2,5V) and the integration weights hl and 
constant h urs derived accordingly in Al.l.
The Y channel input is an algorithm, termed the SAG, which 
generates addresses, K^, that are equivalent to the arguments of
o sinusoidal wave. has values between Og and 17g. A negative
valued point on the sinusoidal wave is indicated by setting the most 
significant bit of to one. The word, excluding the sign 
bit, forms the other half of the STV address pair. The maximum 
value of the sinusoidal wave is -1 and the integration weights u. 
and constant h^ are derived accordingly in A1.2 The SAG must 
generate N^/8 addresses (see Chapter 3) in order to process a 
N point transform.
The STV is a 17g by 22g array and is derived in A.2. The sign 
bits of the LADC output and form the inputs of the signum 
function. Only the first ^ harmonics aro calculated and there are 
Accumulators for the real harmonic components and ^ Accumulators 
for the imaginary harmonic components. Tho resultant harmonic is 
then calculated from its real and imaginary components.
The program is divided into the following subprograms
l) N samples of tho signal are token at a rate set by an external
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oscillator and ore stored in an N location block MB.
2) 4 or 8 similar time samples are shuffled out of MB and ore 
placed in block SB.
3) The SAG generates the required values which are combined 
with the time samples to form the address pairs.
4) The STV is accessed and the relevant Accumulator is incremented 
or decremented.
5) Steps 2, 3 and 4 are repeated until all the time samples have 
been processed.
6) The resultant harmonics ore calculated.
F ig.4.1 N o ise  Signal System (T h e  ADC fo r  th e F F T  is a lso 
sh o w n )
4.3 The Numerical Values of the DFTTUJ Harmonics
In 2.5 it was shown that the harmonics of the DFTTLU ore 
approximately equal to the harmonics of the DFT algorithm for the 
same input signal.
The definition of the DFT"* frcm eqn. 2.15
X(kn) - E '  x , ( n T ) ; ' " " b *  4.1
Consider xs(nT) is a constant maxi.’uR signal (ie zero 
frequency - dc level).
xpiT) = 1 n . 0 , 1  N-l 4.2 .
Then
X(kA) = N k = 0 4.3
and X(kjTj = 0 k = 1,2, .... N-l 4.4
Consider the cose where X^nT) = sin (”-^ ~) ie k= 1 
Then X(k/l) 6 ^  for k r 1 4.5
X(kn) = 0 k * 1 4.6
(^) is the maximum value that X(kf\) can have for a time varying 
signal of peak value - 1. The derivation and values of (^)ore 
given in 4.4. In the dissertation all harmonics will be 
measured with respect to (^ j) and a harmonic that has a magnitude 
half the maximum value is written as 
X(kn) = 0,5(|)
The decibel scale is defined 
OdB =  ( | )
and a harmonic of 0,5(~) can be written in dB as
4.4 DFTTLU Scole Factors
When the algorithm derived in 3.2.2 is programmed, the 
constants in the STV must be represented by a 2's comp1 ’-ment
From A2, the maximum constant that has to be stored in the
STV is
3,407545177
The machine code that is chosen to represent this value is
40 000s = 16 384I() = 214
The remaining constants in the STV are scaled up by the value
(DxDy), (cf. e^n 2.37/2.3HJ where
n n 16 384________
x y  “ 3,407 545 177
The fractional part of the >ine codt, values of the STV are 
truncated.
The STV with o maximum value of 2 ^  is defined as
If the machine code used to represent 3,407 545 177 is 
20 000g = 213 = 8 192)o
the STV is denoted as:
If each con:
shifted one place to the right), the resulting STV will bo
V . V
this into equation 2.37/2.38.
" " C .  V  =14 C n V
From A1 and A2 
hx = 0,3431557502
hy " S- 0
or.d (D D )=  16384
x y 3,407545177
h h _ t 0 . 3431557502)(1.0)(3.407545177)
’ ~ (16384)
D^O (2048) (6,841590625)
" ^ ' ( 2 W S % 7 )
and substituting into 4.8
This form of the equotio" is easy to solve with a digital computer 
that uses integer arithmetic.
The compute!- is programmed to solve the following equation:
N - 1
The 2048 is considered o computing scole factor. If overflow or 
underflow of an Accumulator occurs, each constant in the STV is 
halved and the time samples ore reprocessed. Equation 4.P would 




The computer would then solve the following equation 
N - 1
n = 0
The above piocess would be repeated until no overflow or underflow 
occurred in the Accumulators.
The general equ’. tion is
N _ l
(overall )F. = j  ^  ' egn (I K ) S (I K ) 4.17
scale factor n _ q
The derivation of( ^ )defined in 4.3, can now be discussed in the 
light of equation 4.17.
Consider the case of a N = 128 point DFTTLU with an STV 
(ie. the overall scole factor is 256).
i 127
(2M)F„ ^  ( 1 / ^ )  ( 1 / ^ )  4.1,
From equation 2.36, equation 4.1 can be written os:
M
(2M)X . ^ ( n T ) . - " ^ " ^ U ,  4 .D
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Consider the case where a signal
x^(nT) s sin “ i—  k = 1 (as in section 4.3)
is processed, both equations 4.18 and 4.19 should give a result
less than or equal to 16384. (This is not the case i.r practice, 
as equation 4.18 is only valid for noise like signals). !<3C4 
is equivalent to (^), defined in section 4.3 t for the above case.
In Table 4.1, the overall scale factors, the values of (j| ), 
and the corresponding STVs ore tabulated for N = 128, 256, 512, 1024. 
The maximum 16 bit 2 s complement number that has been chosen to 
represent ^  is 16384. (ie. 40 000g). Thus the STV, 5^, (Table 
A2.3), which has a resolution of 15 bits, will always be used with
a resolution of 12 bits or less. This accounts for the blank spaces
in Table 4.1.
















8 192 16 384
64 S9
4 096 8 192 16 334
32
S8
2 048 4 096 8 192 16 334
16
S7
1 024 2 048 4 096 8 192
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4.5 Discussion
The Assembler programme in A4 computes equation 4.17 and 
automatically adjusts the STV until overflow or underflow of the 
Accumulators (which contain the partial sum of the harmonics) is 
eliminated. The programme then lists the number of times the 
STV constants have been halved and which of the Accumulators had 
overflowed or underflowed. Once the DFTTLU of a signal burst 
has been computed, the overall scale factor is obtained from 
Table 4.1, given N and the number of times the STV was adjusted. 
The layout of the Accumulators in the core is given in A 3.8.7 
and subprogrammes are written to analyse or display the harmonic 
values in the Accumulators. The overall scale factor has been 
mode a positive integer power of 2 and the machine coded harmonic 
values can be easily scaled to their proper values by shifting 
them the required number of times to the right. The DFTTLU 
harmonics are also in a suitable form to be compared with the FFT 




The error characteristics of the DF7TLU can be investigated 
using the analysis in Chapter 4 of reference 6. This analysis 
involves the investigation of time and amplitude sampling errors 
as well as computational errors such os truncation errors and the 
errors introduced by the abscissa integration formula. The joint 
probability density function of the noise signal and the N sine 
and cosine signals must also be calculated to implement this 
rigorous error analysis. The results of this analysis would show 
how the DFTTLU of a sampled signal differed from the Fourier 
Transforms of the continuous signal. However numerical methods 
and digital systems are used in most modern practical signal 
processing systems and it would be more useful to know how the 
results of the DFTTLU differ from the results of another digital 
Fourier Analysis system of known accuracy given the same sampled 
time signal. These results would be of practical use to a signal 
processing system designer faced with the task of choosing a 
Fourier Analysis system.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm5'11’ is used as 
the Fourier Analysis system of known ocrurocy.16 The Assembler 
programme uses integer arithmetic and can process o maximum of
1 024 complex points (see appendix AS). The FFT harmonics ure 
regarded os the true values and the differences between the FFT 
and DFTTLU harmonics ore regarded as the errors which ore analysed
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in two ways. One method is to plot each DFTTLU harmonic and its 
associated error. The other mcjLhod is to classify the errors 
according to the magnitude of the associated DFTTLU harmonic and 
then to calculate on average value of each group of errors. 
Clearly the machine code values of the DFTTLU and FFT harmonics 
must be referred to the some value of (^) before errors con be 
calculated. The sampling subprogramme (A4.3) must control the 
LADC and the ADC (used in conjunction with the FFT) and these 
peripherals must sample the signal simultaneously. After the 
two sets of harmonics have been computed the results must either 
be plotted or averaged. These Assemblerprogrammes are discussed 
in appendices A4, AS and A6 while the error plots and error 
averages are in 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
5.2 Plotting the Harmonics
The programmes required are:
1) The Fast Fourier Transform, G^, k a 0,1 ... (N-l)
to supply the true harmonics.
2) The DFTTLU. The harmonics are denoted
Fk , k = 0,1 ... (N-l)
3) A programme to scale the two sets of harmonics,
and so that comparisons can be made.
4) A programme to calculate and to plot and
Gk - Fk'
These results are passed to a 10 bit digital to analog 
converter which is connected to an XY plotter. The and
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the voluas are plotted on the Y uxis while the X axis is the 
frequency index (k) axis. Band pass, low pass and band stop 
filtered noise is analysed far N = 128, 256, 512 and 1 024 and 
fig 5.1 shows the format of the plot. Fig 5.2 shows a plot of 
band pass filtered noise and the errors associated with each 
harmonic.
5.2.1 Scaling the Harmonics, and the Errors, G k -
for the 1U bit Digital to Analog Converter (PAC)
The 10 bit DAC can only process numbers that are in the 
range - 512^ to 511^ (-1 OOOg to 777g). The format of the A4 
page (pages) is given in Fig.5.1. In the case where N=1 024 and 
512 harmonics are plotted, 128 harmonics are plotted to a F-age 
for clarity and 4 pages are needed. F^ is plotted in the top 
half of the page between Y = 0 and Y = 511. The errors are
plotted in the Y d.{ ■'bout Y = -256. Errors greater than
zero lie between ) -nd Y = 0. Errors less than zero lie
between Y = -256 and Y = -512.
Fig  .5.1 P lo tte r  F o rm a t
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The program calculates the following equation
i l N- 1
(scale factor)Fk = {j) sgn(l^K^k)S(l^K^k) 5.1
n = 0
The extra factor of a half is included so that the harmonics 
will not exceed 511, the positive vertical range limit of the plotter. 
The ‘scale factors' in Table 5.1 are half the corresponding 'overall 
scale factors' in Table 4.1. The fraction of (t|) that corresponds 
to Y = 512 is given in Table 5.1 in place of the value of (j) in 
Table 4.1.
These fractions of (%)ore calculated as follows:
2
512 is one sixteeth (^16) of 8192. Thus Y = 511 (Y = 512 can not 
be plotted) is marked as Vl6(^)
The 'scale factors', STVs and fractions of (~) that correspond 
to Y = 512 ore tabulated in Table 5.1 for N = 128, 256, 512, 1024.
5.2.2 Discussion
The harmonic plots are not intended to give numical values of 
errors, but rather to show trends in errors. In f;.g 5.3 an amplitude 
distribution of errors associated with the band stop and band pass 
regions is given. Two trends, valid for band pass, low pass and 
band stop filtered noise, emerge.
1) The DFTfLU estimuto of low magnitude harmonics is greater 
than that of tho FFT.
2) Tho difference, in tho estimates of the higher magnitude
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harmonics follow a random pattern and have lower values than the 
lower magnitude harmonic differences.
These results are consistent with those obtained in the error 
analysis of Fourier Series Coefficient in Chapter 4.8 of reference
6. The results of the harmonic plots and the simple amplitude 
distributions suggest further investigation into the variation of 
errors with the harmonic amplitude and the calculation of a mean 
value of the random errors.
Table 5,1 Scales for Harmonic Plots.
iTctor STV
Value of Harmonic at Y = 512
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5.3 A Numerical Error Analysis
•o plots of the harmonics and thoir errors in Fig.5.2 
show that the errors have random magnitudes and signs. ■
The section deals with a method of calculating o mean value of 
the errors and investigating the vr riation of the errors with the 
magnitudes of the harmonics. In this dissertation, the term 
'spurious response’ is used to describe harmonics that have a 
zero or very small value. In Fig.5.2, the errors associated 
with the spurious response tend to have larger magnitudes and 
have the same sign. The programmes needed for this analysis are:
1) The FFT programme.
2) The DFTTLU programme.
3) The scaling programme.
4) A Programme that quantises F^ and classifies the 
errors accordingly. It then calculates a mean value of each 
group of errors.
The result is o graph of mean error plotted against 
harmonic magnitude.
5.3.1 Quantising the Harmonics
The harmonic o coarsely quantised so ihat the number of 
harmonics that fall into any quantising level i« reasonably high 
and statistically meaningful averages con be Maculated. The 
maximum value of any harmonic is (t|) and thi?. . i; divided into 
approximately 6dB quantising lovcls.
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2 2 4 2
The maximum machine code value that can represent (^) is 
I = 2^. The quantising pragr 
according to the following formula:
2P"1 -S Hp < 2P p = 1, 2 .... 12, 13, 14. 5.2
Hp are those harmonics that have a value in the range 
defined above. The number of harmonics in the limits is
denoted Np. There are 15 quantising levels, th’s being set by 
choosing 2 ^  to be the maximum value of (^). If overflow or 
und-3rclow of the Accumulators occurs (A3.10,5) and the STV is 
.so )
(f)
of the quantising level on a linear scale.
5.3.2 Definition of Error Terms
As in the previous case (5.2) the error in a harmonic is 
defined as:
error = G ^ - F ^  5.3
In this case the magnitude of the error is used.
= = 1 %  - Fkl 5-4
The errors, c, that ore associated with harmonics 
in the range Hp are denoted ep. Tfoo mean error,
Ep is defined as
ie Ep is the average of the magnitudes of the errors associated





Fig.5.4 Amplitude quontisation of the Harmonics
with harmonic magnitudes in the range Hp. The standard 
deviation of ep is denoted and is defined as
a.. / '
N-l
The percentage mean . error is 
Ep / (N /2 )  x 100 }t 
Thu percentage standard deviation is
°p/(N/2) x 100 %
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The Assembler programme thot computes e^, (e^)^ and Np is
given in A4.12.7.
5.3.3 Error Tests
The system that implements the error tests is given in A6. 
The input signal consists of filtered noise which amplified to 
have an rms value of about 2V at the ADC and is attenuated to 
about 0,5V rms at the LADC input.
Test One
The constants in the STV are adjusted so that the machine 
code of 40 000g is equivalent to (||). Filtered noise is processed 
for N=128,256,512 and 1 024. Errors from about 30 transforms 
ore averaged to get repeatable results for Ep and Op.
Test Two
This test i similar to test one but the machine code 
equivalent to (^) is set to 20 000g ie One less bit is used to 
represent the constants in the STV.
Test Three
This test is similar to test one but the machine code 
equivalent to (^) is set to 10 OOOg.
Test Four
Tfio attenuator (sea Ad) is sat to 14,7 dB, 17,7dB and 8,7dB. 
In each case tests similar to test one tire performed and Ep is
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measured. It was not possible to measure Cfp as there was not 
enough memory core to hold the results of (e^)^ (see A4.12.7).
The S W  is adjusted to maximum possible resolution ie. As many 
bits as possible are used to represent the constants in the STV 
without Accumulators overflowing or underflowing.
5.3.4 Discussion of Test Procedure
Only band pass and low pass filtered noise is uued in the 
above tests. In this dissertation wide band low pass filtered 
noise is noise that is cut off at 5kHz while narrow band low pass 
filtered noise is cut off at 2kHz. Wide band pass filtered 
noise has a pass band from 2kHz to 5kHz. Narrow bond pass 
filtered noise has a pass band from 2,5kHz to 3,5kHz. In all 
cu...s the roll off is 24dB/octave.
In test one the maximum value of (tj) (ie. the maximum harmonic 
magnitude that could occur) is 40 000g . STVs S^, S^q , S^ , Sg 
are used for N=128, 256, 512, 1024 respectively. The effects 
of using one less bit to represent the constants in the STV are 
investigated in tests two and three. Test four investigates 
superficially the effect of overloading or underloading the LADC .
5.3.5 Discussion of Error Test Result
The processing of noiselike signals results in harmonics 
that have large variations in magnitude and errors from at least 
thirty transforms must be accumulated before repeatable values of 
5^ and Cf can be calculated. The results of the error tests
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are in the form of a graph of and O' plotted as a function of 
Hp. In most of the results Ep and its corresponding value of 0*
differed fay less than 0,01 per cent of (^) in magnitude and both
are represented by the same line on the graph.
If wide band low pass or wide band pass filtered noise is
processed, there is an approximately even distribution of harmonic 
magnitudes in the Hp ranges and on error characteristic similar to 
Fig.5.5 is obtained. This result confirms those in section 4.8 or
5.4 of reference 6. Reducing the resolution of the STV by 2 bits 
has no effect on the results in Fig.5.5.
If narrow band low pass or narrow band pass filtered noise 
is processed, there is an uneven distribution of hormone magnitudes, 
the number of high magnitudes being much less than the number of
low magnitudes. If the results of 30 - 60 transforms are
accumulated, the number of harmonics in the higher Hp ranges is of 
the order of 10 - 20 while the number of harmonics in the lower
Hp ranges is of the order of 1000. The values of Ep and 0"p
associated with the higher Hp ranges will not be as reliable as 
those in the lower Hp ranges. The error characteristic is given 
in Fig.5.6 and the less reliable results are indicated by a dotted 
line. Fig.5.7 and Fig.5.8 show the variation of Ep and Op as the 
number of bits representing a constant in the STV is reduced.
Tests one, two and threo show that:
l) If the noise signal being processed has a narrow bandwidth, 
the STV constants must have maximum resolution for maximum accuracy.
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2) The higher magnitude harmonics of a narrow band noise 
signal con have errors of the order of 2%
3) The minimum error is of the order of 0,5% (^)
4) The accuracy of the lower magnitude harmonics is independent
of type of pass band of the noise signal and the resolution of the 
STV.
Test four shows that overloading or underloading the LADC 
can cause errors of the order of 18% (^) in the high magnitude 
harmonics. This error is independent of the type of pass band 
of the noise signal (Fig.5.9).
This error analysis is a simple and practical method of 
obtaining on error characteristic of the DFTTLU using a minicomputer 
with 16K core and on integer arithmetic facility. The analysis 
has only been superficially implemented as, for example, the 
following has not been investigated.
l) 3 - 6  bits to represent an STV constant.
?) more or less than 16 'abscissas' in the Y channel.
3) less than 18 'abscissas' in the X channel.
The investigation has shown that the DFTTLU is a simple and 
practical algorithm to take Fourier Transforms of noise like signals.
0*.
oo
Fig.5.5 6ifor Choiode/islics ( )^=10 00 0g ,200 0g .10 0 00^ Wide 8end Noise
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Fig 5.6 £ /;v  Chofadetistics 0000^ Nohow Bond Noise
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The Discrete Fourier Transform of a sampled noise signal 
can be computed using the table look up algorithm. The differences 
between the resulting harmonics and the harmonics obtained using 
the Fast Fourier Transform are less than 0,5% of the maximum 
harmonic magnitude for a noiselike signal which has been filtered 
so that it has a pass band of the order of 3000 Hz.
The ultimate aim of the work is the development of a 
real time Fourier Transform system that processes wide dynamic 
range noiselike signals - the present system meets all the aims 
except that of real time operation because the number of calculation 
steps is proportional to and the Assembler code needed to generate 
the addresses is inherently cumbersome. Investigation has 
shown that the decimation 5 in time or frequency used by the Fast 
Fourier Transform to reduce the number of calculation steps to N 
log N cannot be applied to the table look up method.
6.2 Real Time Operation
Real timo operation can be achieved if a set of harmonics 
can be processed in a time less than the signal burst time. This 
means that a column of address pairs (real and imaginary) must be 
processed in less than the sampling period. The most time 
consuming operation is the generation of the addresses using 
the AssemblerCode. This operation lends itself to hardware
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implementation as the generator is simply an UP/OOWN counter 
that uses sign/magnitude notation. A basic step in the table 
look up algorithm (described in Chapter 3.3) is
1) Generate a address
2) Combine the logarithmic analog to digital converter 
output, In, and K ^ to form an address pair.
3) Extract the required constant from the Stored Table 
of Values.
4) Adding (or subtracting) to constant to (or from) to 
correct Accumulator
^ of the basic steps are required to process a column and the 
time needed is less than
2.(Sompling period)
N
Duplicate systems are needed as the real and imaginary harmonic 
components must be computed simultaneously. The formulae derived 
in A3.5.3 can be used to simplify the design of the generator 
ie. When processing a column of address pairs it is simpler to 
process all the address pairs that contribute to the add harmonics 
separately, then the oven numbered harmonics that are multiples 
of four and finally the remaining even numbered harmonics. The 
l<nk Senoro*or is then limited to specified values in each case.
In addition only ^  sets of columns of “j* rows of need be 
generated.
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The logical extension of this work is the design and 
construction of a fast, simple and relatively accurate Fourier 
Transform instrument which has the following advantages when 
compared with a system based on the Fast Fourier Transform.
1) The basic calculation step does not require multiplication. 
The only multiplication needed is in the calculation of the resultant 
harmonics.
2) The logarithmic analog to digital connecter is less 
complicated than the linear one required by the Fast Fourier Transform.
3) The wordlength depends on the number of levels in the 
logarithmic analog to digital converter which is of the order of 
16 - 20. The Fast Fourier Transform needs a linear analog to 
digital converter with about 1 000 - 2 000 levels.
4) The table look up Fourier Transform algorithm is less 
complex than a Fast Fourier Transform of comparable accuracy.
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A1 Integration Formulae cmd Integration Weight's
1.1 Input Signal Channel Integration Formula
The Logarithmic Analog to Digital Converter LADC quantises 
the input signal into 3dB levels. The quantising is illustrated 
in Fig.Al.l.
f(X|)
F ig .A l . l LADC Thresho lds
The tangent rule for integration is us. d.5 
X. are the thresholds of the LADC 
b is the base of the logarithm 
a is the index of the logarithm.
The abscissa axis must be divided into integration panels, 
8., to implement the integration.
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These panels are defined
X. = 8i * Bi + 1 Al.l
1 2
The quantiser threshold is placed in the centre of the panel.
Xi = Xob"ia A1.2
B1 = A1.3
X = B + B, = 1  A1.4
(The maximum threshold : 
defined to be 1).
2
+ 8 b '
1 + b 
8i = 2b"10
1 + b u 
The area, a1 of a panel i
a. . (B. - B£ t 1) f(X;) A1.9
The area under the curve from X^, the lowest threshold to is
X r M - 1  A1.10
Ifixidxi 'yT' qj Mx is the number of
1 = 0
thresholds.
M - 1 M - 1
t = 0
H = 2(1 - b-°)
1 + b“a
A1.14
h is the integration constant and w. is the integration weight.
The area of the panel between X = 0 and X = X is small and
is neglected.
i K 1 -..W  b f(Xi) A1.15
° J ' (1 + b-) 1 ’ 0
The notation used for the subscript in and the index in 
b*a is not compatible with the sinusoidal subscript notation in 
A1.2. Normally when the subscript is set to zero it is associated 
with zero on the abscissa axis. In the above case, zero index is 
associated with X , the maximum abscissa value. The following 
index numbering modification is introduced to allow a zero numbered 
subscript to be associated with the weight at XL.
i* <* (mx - 1) - i
and w. = b *a
The integration weights in table ALt are calculated using the above 
formula.
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i'= (Hx - I) -i
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1.2 The Sinusoido! Chonnel Integration Formula
1.2.1 Introduction
The problem of generating sine and cosine waves in a digital
system is usually complicated. The Table look up Method simplifies
this by incorporating the sinusoidal wave values into the integration 
formula. Thus only the linear in time arguments of the sine and 
cosine wave need be generated. This section shows how the linear 
arguments are manipulated mathematically to produce a sinusoidal 
output.
1.2.2 The Sinusoidal Argument 
From chapter 2
AI.16
where N = number of time samples in the OFT
n = index of time sample n = 0,1 n - 1
k s index of harmonic k s 0,1 ...  N - 1
When taking the periodicity of the sinusoidal wave into account, 
the maximum value of (nk) is N - 1 .
When r symmetry is also taken into account the maximum value
N
4’
The term 'argument' as used for the term (nk). However, 
the strict definition of argument is In this work nk
and machine code values that are proportional to (nk) are termed 
1 arguments'.
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1.2.3 "Quantioinq1 the Sine Waves
The quantisation and integration formulae are discussed. 
It must be noted that no actual sine wove quantiser exists and 
'quantising' is implemsnted by the mathematical algorithm.
M,0 1 2  3 4
Fig.A1.2 Linearly quantised arguments
A, = Un(l 3) | = 0 ... My A1.17
The integration formula used is the very simple tangent rule. 
The 'quantisation' levels are given by A..
The abscissas are given by Y.




Fig. A1.3 The  'Q uantisation ' Levels in th e  S inuso ida l Channel
hy = J. A1.22
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(*i+i - Y








Fig.A1.4 Yj a nd its corresponding arguments, nk.
(^ ), the number of arguments in the range 0 - ^  is greater 
than My, the number of sinusoidal 'quantising' levels. To 
facilitate computing the following definition is made.
2 M A1.24
If an argument, nk, is generated such that 
(2q)(j) <(nk) < ( 2 q)(j + 1) 
the corresponding integration weight is u.
■Notos on Definition
1. The Nova 1200 machine code value of the argument
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equivalent to necessitates the following modification to equation 
A1.25 for the case j s M - 1
(2q)(My - 1) ^  nk ^  (2q)(My) A1.26
2. In chapter ( 2.5 ) the argument defining sinTTis defined 
as -0. As the sine wave enters the third quadrant (cosine wave
enters second quadrant), the first 'quantised* level has a
nominal value of -Y. Thus the arguments that define this level 
must have negative signs.
3. The 'quantised' abscissas Y. are of no importance, but 
U., the associated integration weight (with wA) forms the basis of 
the STV.
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A2 Derivation of the Stored Table of Values
The STV is derived from the integration weights in Tables 
Al.l and A1.2. The 2-D array has its elements calculated 
according to the following equation.
’ / X r
S(s,r) a y  wiaj
i = 0 j = c
where s = 0,1,....... - 1 (M^ = 19)
and r = 0,1,.......- 1 (My = 16)
eg. S(2,3) = V i + V s )
A2.1 The Machine Code for the Stored Toble Values
From Tables A2.1 and A2.2, the max. value in the STV is 
18 15_
5(18.15) = y  \  "Vw. = 3,407545177
This value is defined to be equivalent to the machine code 
40000g = 214 = 1638410 
The remaining values in the STV are adjusted to this scale 
multiplying them by
(D D ) = 16384 = 4808,1533y 3,407545177
The machine code values of the STV are given in A4.1S
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From Al.l h = 0,3431458
From A1.2 h = 1,0.
, i
D D • (2048)(7)
< y
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Toble A2.1 Input Signal Channel Weights









































Table A2.3 Stored Table of Values (STV)
" ( W
S(row,column)
D D = 4808,1533 x y
I K = 0 K = 1 K = 2 K = 3
0 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000
1 3,3017259 2,5909162 3,8551549
5,0822651
2 3,1426918 6,2551196 9,3073079
12,269858
3 5,7461907 11,437045 17,017757 22,434572
4 9,4280754 18,765358 27,921923 36,809576
5 14,635026 29,129117 43,342683 57,13882
6 21,998795 43,785743 65,151015 85,888826
7 32,412744 64,513355 95,992674 126,54749
8 47,140283 93,826607 139,60933 184,04751
9. 67,96818 135,28182 201,29265 265,36485
10 97,4233257 193,90833 288,52598 380,36488
11 139,079 276,81868 411,89248 542,99939
12 197,98916 394,07169 586,35914 772,99944
13 281,3007 559,89249 833,09227 1098,2685
14 399,12101 794,3985 1182,0255 1558,2687
15 565,74409 1126,0401 1675,4918 2208,8071
16 801,38471 1595,0521 2373,3584 v,28,8073
17 1134,6308 2258,3353 3360,291 4429,8841
18 1605,9121 3196,3593 4756,0243 6269,8845
I K = 0 K = 1 K = 2 K = 3
0 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000
1 3,301725$ 2,5909162 3,8551549 5,0822651
2 3,1426918 6,2551196 9,3073079 12,269858
3 5,7461907 11,437045 17,017757 22,434572
4 9,4280754 18,765358 27,921923 36,809576
5 14,635026 29,129117 43,342683 57,13882
6 21,998795 43,785743 65,151015 , 85,888826
7 32,412744 64,513355 95,992674 126,54749
8 47,140283 93,826607 139,60933 184,04751
9. 67,96818 135,28182 201,29265 265,36485
10 97,4233257 193,90833 288,52598 380,36488
11 139,079 276,81868 411,89248 542,99939
12 197,98916 394,07169 586,35914 772,99944
13 281,3007 559,89249 833,09227 1098,2685
14 399,12101 794,3985 1182,0255 2558,2687
15 565,74409 1126,0401 1675,4918 2208,8071
16 801,38471 1595,0521 2373,3584 3128,8073
17 1134,6308 2258,3353 3360,291 4429,8841








































































































































































































A.3 The Discrete Fourier Tronsform using the Tnble 
Look Up Algorithm
A3.1 Introduction
This appendix describes the modifications made to the 
'Columns method' algorithm in 3.3.2 by exploiting the ^  symmetry 
of the sinusoidal wave and shuffling the order of the I samples.
A notation is introduced and a 128 point DFTTLU example is used 
to clarify the detailed explanation of the algorithm. The 
explanation is divided as follows:
1) The signed address generator.
2) The shuffling of the time samples, I
3) The table look up and accumulate routine
4) The calculation of the resultant harmonics
A3.2 Reducing the Number of Address Pairs from to
Fig.A3.1 shows the calculation steps normally needed to 
solve an 8 point DFTTLU. N constants from the C,TV have to be 
Accumulated to calculate one harmonic and constants have to be 
Accumulated to calculate N harmonics. The output of the SAG 
for N=8 is encoded as in Fig.A3,2 and ^ i s  represented by ^  ie.
2. The K k components of the address pairs are shown in Fig.A3.3. 
From this figure it can be seen that if the rows and columns of ■ 
zeros are ignored, only the first ^  rows or columns need be 
generated as the remaining addresses are similar
"% T: 3:
< 3- 5- 5*
?  ? ? CO tn ?A A -4:, A-
S  5
x[





%  ^ I w 5 2
=< 5  5 5 5 < <





5 ?  ? in tn tn ?
i  3 "% -4,
2$:







3  2 i?
in 5?
2 ^  5
-i 3 -T55 , % I
s T  ?ItT IL !•?LL* 1 s I
Knk k=t SAGoutput
Conventional
K „ 0 0
K „ 1 £
K „ 2





F ig .A  3.2 SAG O u tp u t N = 8
> * ' ■ 7
0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 2 1 -0 -1 -2 -1
0 2 -0 -2 0 2 -0 -2
> 0 -2 1 -0 -1 2 -1
* G -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 -0
5 0 -1 2 -1 -0 1 -2 1
I 0 -2 -0 2 0 -2 -0 2
0 -1 -2 -1 -0 1 2 t
F ig. A 33 Knk C o m p on e nts  o f  A d d re  s s  Pai rs  N = 8
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Consider Fig.A3.3. The results of exploiting the symmetry
1) The addresses in columns 2r>l, n=0 ... g-1 have the
same absolute values.
2) The addresses in columns 4n+2, n=0 ... ~  -1 have the
same absolute values.
3) The addresses in columns 4n, n=0 ... -1 have the
same absolute values.
4) The above 3 points also apply to the corresponding 
rows of addresses.
5) Only the first ^  rows in the first ^  columns need be 
generated if the rows and column* of zeros ore ignored.
If some of the rows in some of the columns are consider'd it is 
possible to extract columns of values that are:
1) Identical in magnitude and sign
2) Identical in magnitude but opposite in sign.
These columns are termed similar. If the odd numbered rows in 
the odd numbered columns are considered, the resulting columns 
ore similar. The same applies to rows 4k + 2, k=0 ... ^-1 in 
columns 2n+l, n=0 ... ^-1 and rows 4k, k=0 ... ^-1 in columns
2n+l, n=0 ... £-1. This can be extended to columns 4m-2 and
4n,nisO ... ^-1. Thus there are nine sets of similar columns.
Each column in each set of columns is associated with more than 
one time sample. Thus one column ot addresses can be used 
to derive several coJumns of address pairs Ifi K^. For example
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consider the odd numbered rows in column 1. Samples 1^ ,
Ig, Ig,2y share the same column of but has opposite 
signs for Ig and ly. These time samples are also termed 
similar. This can be extended to the remaining eight sets of 
similar coiui„r>s.
The simil'ir Mme samples follow a pattern similar to the 
reverse bit notation used in the FFT ^ . The time samples are 
shuffled in much the same way that the/ are shuffled in the F.F.T 
algorithm. This is not apparent in this simple 8 point example 
and, in A3.5, a 128 point DFTTLU example shows the similar solumns 
and the shuffled time samples. To simplify explanation, o 
notation for the nine sets of similar columns is introduced in 
A3.4.
A3.3 Shuffling the Order of the Time Samples I
The time samples are stored in the array in the order 
in which they ore sampled. In A3.5 it is shown that one of the 
first ^  or ^  columns of addresses can be paired with 4 or 8 
I,0 values respectively to form 4 or 8 columns of address pairs.
The 4 or 8 values do not occur in the sampled order and follow 
a bit reversed ordsr. The notation in A3.5 and the example
in A3.5 facilitate the explanation of the Shuffling Routine in 
A3.9.
A3.4 Notation
The following points ore repeated for clarity:
1) Given an N point DFT/DFTTLU the time samples, I , 
are numbered from n=0 .... N-l.
2) The harmonics, F^ , are numbered from k=0 ... N-l.
3) N (in this case) is a positive integer power of 2.
4) The columns of address pairs (or values) ore 
numbered according to the number of their associated time sample 
(ln, n=0 .... N-l).
5) The rows of address pairs are numbered according to
the frequency index k, k=0 .... N-l.
Odd numbered time samples and their corresponding columns are 
termed OTS.
The even numbered columns that are NOT multiples of 4 are 
termed E4TS.
The remaining even numbered columns are termed E4TS.
The rows are numbered in a similar way.
The odd numbered rows contribute to the odd numbered 
harmonics.
The raws are termed OH.
Similarly, the evcn-numberod rows that arc NOT multiples 
of 4 ore termed E3H.
The remaining rows aro termed E4H.
The terminology is used to define the 9 sets of columns 
of arguments in the following way:
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eg. The set of the odd numbered rows in the odd numbered 
columns of addresses is called OTS/OH.
Similarly, the even numbered rows that are NOT multiples 
of 4 in the even numbered columns that ore multiples of 4 ore 
termed S4TS/E3H.










A3.5 A 128 point DFTTLU example
A3.5.1 The Signed Address Generator SAG output
The 8 point DFTTLU example is not very useful as there are 
only 2 points in the range 0 - ^  rad. A 128 point DFTTLU has points
0,1,2    29, 30, 31, 32 in the range 0 - 4 ^
This notation is used in Fig.A3.4.1 and Fig.A3.4.2 which list the 




o 32 »|.e •°l'32 0
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-
Pig.AU.2 SIGNED ARGUMENTS /AO DRES 5 E 51 c Dsine I N.I26
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A3.5.2 Shuffling the Time Somples
Fig.A3.5 lists the columns of components of the oddress 
pairs that are equal or opposite signed eg. if the set 0TS/0H(sine) 
is considered, columns 1, 63, 65, 127 have values of equal 
magnitudes but columns 65, 127 hove opposite signs to columns 1, 63. 
Clearly time samples 1^ , are similar (cf. A3.2). If
the set 0TS/E3H(sine) is considered columns 9, 23, 41, 55, 73, 87, 
105, 119 hove values of equal magnitude but the signs of 
columns 41, 55, 105, 119 are opposite to columns 9, 23, 73, 87.
T:me samples Ip, Igg. Ij,]/ *55/ *73' Is7' I105' *119 are sirnii':,r*
In this case 8 columns of values are similar if even 
numbered harmonics, which are not multiples of 4 are considered.
The remaining 7 sets are interpreted in a similar manner.
The columns of signs in Fig.A3.5 show which columns of 
values are opposite signed. Consider the listing needed OTS/OH 






This states that the columns of values, 1, 63, 65, 127 have 
the same magnitude but that columns 65 and .127 are opposite 
signed to 1 63 when tha sine (imaginary) harmonics are considered.
This listing also shows that time samples 1, 63, 65 and 127 are
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similar. The remaining 8 sets of listings are interpreted in 
the same way.
A3.5.3 Formulae to Shuffle the Time Samples
The nine sets of shuffled I in Fig.A3.5 are generated with 
the following formulae. Consider the formula for the OTS/OH set: 
ie. 1 + 2n
(^ - l) - 2n n = 0 •- .. ~ - 1
/N + l) + 2n 
(N - 1) - 2n 





columns of values numbered 1, 63, 65 and 127 have the
same magnitudes and time samples 1 ,^ l^^y shuffled out
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A3.6 Algorithm to Generate the Signed Addresses (K^)
A3.6.1 The Four State UP/DOWN Counter
The generator, a software program, must simulate a 4 state 
UP/DOWN counter. Consider the values needed for the imaginary 
harmonic components. The states are listed in Table A3.2







1 o -  rr 
2
o — rr 
2
0 —  N 
4
2 n - r r O ’—  0 
2 + S - o
3 r r  —  SlJ - o —  rr 
2
- * • - 5
4 227- 2rr - 5 -  o - 5 - o
To facilitate explanation, the radian equivalents of the values 
are used and clearly In A3.7 the machine code values of
K k ore discussed.
A3.6.2 The Starting and Incrementing Argumonts 
The algorithm requires two input values.
1) The starting argument
2) The ‘-rromenting argument.
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The starting argument is the first value in a column of 
values. The incrementing argument is added to the starting 
argument and the resulting subtotal is the next value in the 
column. The incrementing argument is repeatedly added to tie 
subtotal to give the remaining values. The problem of having 
a subtotal greater thanTTis discussed in the next section. 
Assuming the problem of changing from state 1 to state 2 is 
overcome, the values in state 2 ore obtained by repeatedly 
subtracting the incrementing argument from the subtotal. The 
problem of having o subtotal less than 0 is also discussed in the 
next section.
A3.6.3 Subtotal greater than (overflow) less than 0, (underflow) 
and incrementing arguments greater than •££"" ~
It must be noted that the sign component of the argument 
is only added to the argument at a later stage. The values here 
are in the 'unsigned' form.
The maximum value that the register can hold is ^  Values 
greater than^ will appear in the 'overflowed' form while value 
less than 0 will appear in 'the underflowed' form.
Once overflow or underflow takes place the resulting 
subtotal must be modified in order to be compatible with the next 
state. I f ^  is chosen in the above mannor, the modification is 
simply implemented by taking the'~"'s complement1 of the overflow 
or underflow value.
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Consider overflow from state 1 to state 2.
eg. ^  ^  overflow (correct answer is )
The ^  's complement of ^  is ^  and.
Consider underflow from state 2 to state 3
eg TT - TT * IT overflow
6 3 ---------
The ^  'y complement of ^  is In this case state 3 is negative
and the output would be - By definition
sin (“ ;£ ) =  - sin
In Fig.A3.6 the output of an SAG is given where the starting 
argument is zero and the incrementing argument is
? T
F ig . A 3 .6  SAG O utpu t
Adding ^  is implemented by taking the ^  1s complement of 
the subtotal and moving to the next state. Adding TT is implemented 
by moving to the next stato but one.
Adding is implemented by taking the ^ 1s complement of 
the subtotal and moving to the next stato but two.
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Increments greater than g are written in the overflowed
eg. an increment of ^  is written as ^  end is added by
taking them’s complement of the subtotal and adding to the
A3.6.4 Flowchart of Algorithm to Generate values
There are four similar algorithms for the four cases of 
incrementing arguments.
Case 1. 0 <Inc <  ^  Fig.A3.7
Case 2. 5  <In= < TT Fig.A3.8
Case 3. TT <Inc < Fig.A3.9
Case 4. |rr <Inc < 2 IT Fig.A3.10.
Step 3 processes the argument to conform to the sinusoidal 
'quantising levels' defined in Al.2.3. The subtotal must not be 
destroyed in the processing and it is stored in a 'scratch pad1 
memory location. The sign bit is added in the last step of the
processing and is placed in the most significant bit (MSB)
position. The cosine value is derived in step 3 by taking the 
^  's complement of the sine argument and setting the signbit (MSB) 
to the sign of the following state. The algorithm is entered at 
step 3 and the start argument is stored in the scratch pad. The 
Assembler program is in A4.5.
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F ig  .A 3 .7 C a se ! 0 c in e .
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Fig . A 3.8 Case 2
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F ig .A 3 ,9  Case 3 T T < in c . < ^ J
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F ig .A  3.10 Case 4 2 j2 < in c . <  2 'n
i
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A3.7 Expressing the Rodion Arguments in Novo 1200 Moehine Code
A knowledge of Nova 1200 machine code1 is assumed and the 
Assembler program that implements the algorithm in A3.6 is 
described in A4.5. This section shows how the radian arguments 
are expressed in terms of machine code and how overflow (subtotals >
7T) or underflow can be detected using the CARRY bit of the machine. 
The resulting machine code values of K ^ ore then modified to 
facilitate the addressing of the Stored Table of Values (STV).
A3.7.1 Machine Code
The Novo 1200 has a 16 bit word end a CARRY bit which 
changes state when overflow or underflow occurs. The radian angles 
are defined in terms of the machine code as follows:
0 rod =  0g
H" rad S  0- overflow CARRY bit changes state
2 *
Thus taking the two's (2's) complement of a machine code number is
equivalent to taking them's complement (A3.d.3). Confusion 
IT %
arises because 0 and ^  have the same machine code value (ignoring 
the change of state of the carry bit). However, Fig.A3.4 (for N = 128) 
shows that this only occurs in 3 of the 9 sets of similar columns - 
in those sets that extract the even multiples of 4 harmonics. In 
these 3 sets bo U and ^  can occur in the same column. This is 
overcome by the definition of Y^ ^ and the corresponding integration 
weight u^  ^ in A1.2 which includes in thn final quantising level.
This is not correct mathematically as ^  i - the threshold of the
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next quantising level Y . The algorithm in A3.6 does not take 
this into account and the simple modification is given later in 
this section.
Consider on N point DFTTLU
0 —  277is divided into N steps
0 —  jijp is divided into ~ steps 
The 16 bit computer word must have ^  steps. If N a 128 the 
machine code steps ore:
The final column in the set OTS/OH is:
4 OOOg, 14 OOOg, 24 000g, 34 000. ....
Clearly the storting value is 4 OOOg and the incrementing value 
is 10 OOOg.
The layout of the STV is given in A3.10.2 and the 
values must be processed and signed to address the STV. This 
requires the values to be in integral multiples of 40g.
There ore 16 "sinusoidal quantising abscissas ”, and the output 
of the SAG must be in the form
This is done by truncating all but the 4 most significant bits 
(MSB) of the machine code and shifting the remaining 4 bits 7 places 
to tho right.
eg. 14 000g - 0 001 100 000 000 000,
0g, 4 OOOg, 10 OOOg 174 OOP.
700, ± 740,
Truncating 0 001
Shift right 7 X 0 000 000 000 100 000,
The mochin •- code equivalent to g is 0^  
be converted into 740g in ttrms of the 
algorithm takes the one's complement c 
shifts it as before.
eg one's complement of Og 
Truncating 
Shift right 7X
The cosine argument is .-btained ft1 
the two's complement.
eg sine argument 4 OOOg 
two's complement
The result roust still be truncated
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, ove vf-low. This value must 
■ definition in A1.2.4. The 
f Og and then truncates and
=1 111 111 111 111 1112
1 111------------
0 000 000 111 100 0002 
=740,
>tn the sine argument by taking
= 0 000 100 000 000 0002 




A3.8 Derivation of Starting and Incrementing Arguments of K ^
Each column in each of the 9 sets of columns need 2 inputs:
1) The starting argument SH
2) The incrementing argument SI.
A3.8.1 The Storting Argument
The DFTTLU for N = 128 is used as on example and consider 
the set of columns of arguments OTS/OH.
The storting arguments of each column in this set are listed 
in machine code.
4 OOOg 14 OOOg 24 OOOg 34 000g
44 OOOg 54 OOOg 64 OOOg 74 000g
104 OOOg 114 OOOg 124 OOOg 134 OOOg
144 OOOg 154 OOOg 164 OOOg 174 OOOg
The d. fference between each starting argument is lU OOOg 
This difference is termed IH.
The values are derived in the following way
The value SH (in this case 4 OOOg) is loaded into address SH.
The value IH (in this case 10 00t^ ) is loaded into address IH.
IH is added to SH and.the result is placed in SH to form
the next value of SH.
This is repeated until all the start addresses in the set 
OTS/OH have been generated.
There ore 9 sets of columns and SH and IH are listed below 
for N = 128.
Table A3.3
OTS/OH SHI 4 OOOg IH1 10 OOOg
ots/e3h SH2 10 OOOg IH2 20 OOOg
0TS/E4H SH3 °8 IH3 °8
E3TS/0H SH4 10 OOOg IH4 20 OOOg
E4TS/E4H SH5 20 OOOg IH5 40 OOOg
E*TS/E4H SH6 °8 IH6 °8
E4TS/0H SH7 °8 IH7 20 OOOg
E4TS/E3H SH8 % IH8 40 OOOg
E4TS/E4H SH9 °8 IH9 °8
A3.8.2 The Incrementing Argument
Once again the DFTTLU for N = 128 used as an example. 
Consider the set of columns of arguments OTS/OH. The 
incrementing arguments, SI, of each column in the set are listed 
in machine code.
10 000 30 OOOg 50 000g 70 OOOg
110 OOOg 130 OOOg 150 OOOg 170 OOOg
>10 OOOg 30 OOOg 50 OOOg 70 OOOg
110 OOOg 130 OOOg 150 OOOg 170 OOOg
*The arguments exceed £  and the 'overflow* form is used.
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Thu difference between these volves is 20 000^. This 
-erics is termed II.
The derivation of these values is similar to the derivation 
for SH, in this case II is added to SI to generate the next value.
Table A3.4
The value;6 of SI and II are listed below for N = 128
OTS/OH SI1 10 ooo8 III 20 OOOg
0TS/E3H SI2 20 OOOg 112 40 OOOg
0TS/E4H SIS 20 OOOg 113 40 OOOg
ElTS/OH SI4 40 OOOg 114 40 OOOg
e?ts/e3h 315 40 OOOg 115 100 OOOg







The basic step value for N = 128 is 4 000^.
All the above values are derived from 4 flQOg by shifting 
it the required number of places to the left.
ie. 4 000g —  10 OOOg—  20 000g —  40 000g — • 100 000g 
All these starting and incumenting arguments are calculated in 
subprogram CCL which is covered in A4.8.
A3.8.3 The Starting and Incrementing Arguments and the SAG
Consider the case whore the sot of columns OTS/OH is being 
generated.
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1) SHI, IH1, Sil, I U  are calculated by the CCL subprogram 
and passed to the start/inc. argument generator.
2) The starting and incrementing arguments are generated 
and passed to the SAG.
3) The SAG generates a column of values which are 
processed with the shuffled I values to form 4 columns of address
4) After the column of values have been processed.
The start/inc. argument generator generates the starting and 
incrementing argument of the next column (column 3) and the above 
steps are iepeated.
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A3,9 Shuffling Routine 
A3.9,1 Introduction
The shuffling routine must sort out the 4 or 8 time samples 
Associated with each column in each of the 9 sets o c similar 
columns by implementing the formulae given in A3.5.3. If the 
DFTTLU for N = 128 is considered and the first column in the set 
OTS/OH is being generated the time samples associated with, that 
column are 1^ , I^, I ^  and 1^^. The next column in that set 
(column 3) is associated with time samples Ig, 1^, I^, I^s*
A3.9.2 The Algorithm
The time samples are stored in the 1^ array as they are 
sampled. Their addresses in the array (designated MB) correspond 
to their position in time (ie. 1^  is stored in address n in MB). 
The algorithm must address and extract the required 4 or 8 similar 
time samples and place these in 4 or 8 consecutive locations in a 
data block termed SB. At a later stage these values can be 
easily accessed by the Table Look Up and Accumulate Routine 
(TLUAR) (A3.10).
The algorithm need only generate the formulae in A3.5.3 
and this is implemented as follows:
The Shuffling Routine must bo given the first set of 
shuffled In values in each of the 9 sots of columns. (These 
shuffled Ifi values are calculated by the CCL subprogram.)
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Fig, 3.11
The First Group of Shuffled Time Somples
(cf A3.5.3)
Sat n
OTS/OH lf 1 " 1' I + 1' N ™ 1
0TS/E4H 1> ?  " 1' 4 T !. 1 - 1'
0TS/E4H 1, J  + I, |  + 1, f  + i
EjTS/OH 2, | - 1, | t 1, N - 2
EiTS/ElH 2' 4 - 2' J + 2' I ‘ 2’






2, 3 % +  2, N - 2
° '  7 ' :
4' 2' 4
For exomple, if the numbers are required for the second 
column in the set OTS/OH.
2 would be added to the first element in the column 
ie. 1 + 2
2 would be subtracted from the second element in the column.
2 would be added to tb third element in the column, 
ie. (“ + l) + 2
2 would be subtracted from the fourth element in the column, 
in (N - 1) - 2
The Assembler program is given in A4.4
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A3.10 Table Look Up and Accumulate Routine TLUAR 
A3.10.1 Introduction
This routine performs 2 steps.
1) Derives the STV address from the time sample. In, 
and the signed address, K^.
2) Obtains the contents of that address and adds/ 
subtracts its to/from its corresponding Accumulator, depending on 
the signum function.
It must be noted each of the two outputs of the SAG (the 
sine and cosine arguments) is associated with 4 or 8 shuffled time 
samples and 8 or 16 address pairs ore passed to the TLUAR. The 
TLUAR stores the cosine address and first processes the sine 
address pairs. It then retrieves the cosine address and processes 
it. The format of tho STV can be manipulated to simplify the 
addressing of the STV and the derivation of the signum function. 
This allows the signum function to be manipulated to take account 
of the similar columns of addresses, (ie. columns with the 
same magnitudes but opposite signs.)
A3.10.2 The Format of tho STV
The STV is a two dimensional (2 - D) array S(l^ K^) 
where and are tho two addresses neodod to specify any
location in tho array. Tho LADC output, I , has 19 levels and 
a sign bit. (ie. 19 positive lovols symmetric with 19 negative 
levels). The SAG output is quantised into 16 levels and a sign 
bit (ie. 16 positive levels symmetric with 16 negative levels.)
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The sign bits contribute to the signum function and the level 
addresses ore associated with the 19 X 16 2 - D array in Fig.A3.12.




Fig.A3.12 The Two Dimensional Array
In the computer core, 2 - D arrays are transposed into
1 - D arrays (ie. data blocks). The columns of the 2 - D array 















Fig.A3,13 2 - D array tronsposod into 1 - D array.
If the contents of location (3,2) oro required from the
1 - D array (ie. In = 3, = 2), the location is 3 + (2 X 19) = 41^
locations from -the first location. The machine code for 19 is




















Fig .A 3 ,14 1-D  A rra y . A 0 & F o rm a t
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lOOll^ which is not on easy number for the computer to manipulate. 
The next largest and easily manipulated number is 32^q ie. 100 000^ 
and this is chosen as the basis of the 1 - 0  array. The 
addresses are thus expressed as integral multiples of 32^ ie. 40g. 
This suits in a waste of core between locations 2 0^ and 32^ 
which are empty. The core is formatted as in Fig.A3.14.
Another method to overcome the problem of the 19 locations 
in a column of the array is to modify the value instead of the 
Knk value. The values would be-0, - 16^Q, - 32^',"- 288^
The Knk values would still have to be manipulated to have values 
between and 15^. Thus both ond would have to be 
manipulated and it was decided rather to waste the core space and 
manipulate one of the address pair components.
The two address pair components are added using the normal 
two’s complement arithmetic. The magnitude of the result gives 
the STV location and the sign bit of the result gives the result 
of the signum function. If the STV is loaded from location X,
X is also added to the address pair total to give the STV address.
A3.10.3 Incorporating the Similar Columns of Values into 
the Signum Function
This is best explained with the aid of the example for 
N = 128, Fig.A3.5 and the flowchart in Fig.A3.16. The OTS/OK 
set is considered with the sine K^k value.
The shuffling routine has loaded SB with 1^ , and
‘*'127 * ^AG has generated a sine and cosine which one
l n Sian Bit KnkSign Bil
Address Pair Aecumulalor
Opernllon
0 0 0 Add
0 1 1 Subtract
1 0 1 Subt reel
1 1 0 Add
0 = P os itive
1 s Negative












stored in a temporary location as they must not be destroyed 
during the calculation.
It is added to the sine K ^ via path GY1. If the sign bit 
of the result is positive, the value in the STV, addressed by the 
magnitude of the result, is added to the Accumulator via path 
'PACC'. If the sign bit is negative the STV value is subtracted 
from the Accumulator via path ’NACC. The routine proceeds to 
step 2 and the process is repeated for 1^. The next time sample,
*65' *1as a column of arguments with opposite signs. At step
3, is added to the sine via path GY2. If the sign bit 
of the result is positive, the STV constant, addressed by the 
magnitude of the result, is subtracted from the Accumulator via 
path ’NACC. If the sign bit is negative, the STV constant is 
added to the Accumulator via path 'PACC. The remaining step is 
processed similarly. The cosine has the order of the steps 
changed to GY1, GY2, GY2, GY1.
The step sequences for the remaining sets of columns are 
given in Fig.A3.5 where and correspond to GY1 and GY2 
respectively.
A3.10.4 Accumulating the STV Constant and Checking for Overflow 
(OVF) or Underflow (UNF)
The STV constants and the Accumulator contents can be 
either positive or negative numbers. (The particular integration 
weights used to derive the STV constants arc positive in this case 
but the algorithm is written for the general case.) Checks must
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be mode for OVF or UNF when oddition or subtraction occurs. It 
must be noted that the STV constant is added to or subtracted 
from the Accumulator. Table A3.5 lists the checks that must be
Table A3.5 








+ + Add OVF
+ - Add OK
- + Adc! OK
- - Add UNF
+ + Sub OK
+ - Sub OVF
- + Sub UNF
- - Sub OK
Before addition or subtraction can take place, two checks must be
1) Are the sign bits of the Accumulator and STV constant 
the same?
2) Is the Accumulator sign bit positive?
The first check is mads using the 1 Exclusive OR’ routine.
The subprogram that implements the routine can be found in 
section A4.7.5.
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A3.10,5 The Format and Addressing of the Accumulators 
The accumulators are divided into 6 blocks, 
la Odd Imaginary Harmonicr, lb Odd Real Harmonics
2a E4 Imaginary Harmonics 2b Ei Real Harmonics
3a E4 Imaginary Hormones 3b E4 Real Harmonics
The outo incrementing address function ' is used extensively 
to address the Accumulators. The outo-incrementing addresses are 
set up in the program that generates the start and incrementing 
arguments (A4.6). On entering the TLt/AR, the auto incrementing 
location addresses the required Accumulator end stores its contents 
in a temporary location (see A4.7.6). The 4 or 8 STV constants 
are added to or subtracted from the temporary location according 
to the routine described in A3.10.3. The contents of the
temporary location are then returned to the correct Accumulator.
The method of obtaining the STV address is covered in A3.10.3 and 
the Assembler program is covered in A4.7.1.
A3.10.5 Calculating the Resultant Harmonics
The format of the Accumulator blocks in the core is given 
in Fig.A3.17. The real harmonic component and the imaginary 
harmonic component are denoted and b^ respectively. The 
harmonics are not in order but arc sorted into groups of odd 
numbered, even multiples of four and the remaining even numbered 
harmonics. The routine must extract the harmonic components from 
the Accumulator block in the correct sequence and calculate the
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resultant (see A4.9)
The resultant must still be divided by 7 and adjusted by the 
overall scale factor (see Chapter 4.4)
L ' V J
Kh
CA3
Fin.A3.17 Layout of Accumulators
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A4 The Assembler Programme 
A4.1 Introduction
The Assembler programme consists of a number of subprograms 
each covering on aspect of the algorithm presented in Appendix A3 
Each subprogram can be run separately with simulated input data so 
that programming errors can be detected and the subprogram can be 
modified or corrected without effecting the remaining subprograms. 
Most of the algorithms in A3 (eg. the SAG) are implemented with 
nine similar subprograms; one for each set of columns of arguments. 
This results in a large number of similar, but simple, subprograms 
which is not efficient programming but it does ease detection of
The subprograms perform the following tasks.
1. Initialize the Accumulator data blocks, ie. load zero 
into the Accumulator.
2. Calculate constants and the first group of shuffled time 
sample addresses. (CCL.)
3. Sample the signal with the analog to digital converter 
and store the outputs in the arrays.
4. Shuffle the order of the time samples.
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5. Generate the arguments with the signed address 
generator routine.
6. Combine the and I values to form the address pairs 
of the constant in the STV; obtain the constant and add/subtract 
it to/from the correct Accumulator.
7. Display or analyse the resulting harmonics.
The Run Program (A4.12) sets the number of bits that represent 
a constant in the STV and the calls CCL to calculate the constants 
and addresses for a given N. The Run Program then calls MCN (A4.ll), 




Simplified flow chart for MCN












Repeat for remaining 
columns in this set 
and then for remaining 
8 sets of columns
.Shuffle first 





Set up address 
of Accum. associated 
first column of 
OTS/OH
Set up start and 
inc. values for SAG
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) Set up index
A4.2 Subprogrom to Reset Accumulators
This subprogram loads zero into each location in the Accumulator 
blocks SA1, CA1, SA2, CA2, SA3, CAS. The number of locations in 
each block is given by CT1, CT2 and CT3, where CT1 is associated 
with SAi and CA1, CT2 with 5A2 and CA2, and CT3 with SA3 and CA3.
CT1, CT2, and CT3 jre calculated in the CCL subprogram.
P21: STA 3,RP21 Save return,
LOA 2,.CT1 )
STA 2,.CT1 )
LDA 2,SAI Load address of SAI block
STA 2,20 in auto inc. location.
LDA 2,CA1 Load address of CA1 block.
STA 2,21 in auto inc. location.
LDA 1,Z Load zero into register 1
P211: STA 1,020 Store zero into next location in SAI
STA 1,021 Store zero into next location in CA1
DSZ .CT1 Deere ment index
JMP P211 If index is zero slap this instruction;
if greater than zero go to P211 and 
initialize next pair of locations in 
SAI and CA1.
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A4.3 The Sompling Subprogram
This sampling subprogram is used in the error analysis (A6)
and it controls both the ADC and the LADC. Normally the LADC is 
used and the sections of the program that control the ADC are 
deleted. The detailed description of the ADC and the LADC is 
given in references 11 and 1 0 respectively. Both the ADC and the 
LADC are triggered simultaneously by an external pulse and the 
linearly quantised and logarithmically quantised values of the 
signal are stored in blocks R1 and MB respectively.
LDA 2,M825 ) Set the auto inc. address for block
STA 2,22 ) MB
LDA 2,N Set the number of pairs of samples
STA 2,.N to be taken,
LDA 0,C Send out control signal to
DOA 0,21 ADC."
LDA 2,R1 Set the auto. inc. address for
STA 2,21 block R1
P251; 5KPDN 21 ) Wait until the ADC has processed
JHP .-! ) a sample
DIAC 1,21 Load the encoded sample value into
nog. 1,









inc. address it! Rl.
Wait until the LADC has processed 
a sample.
Load the encoded su-ple value into
Store the contents of reg.l via auto. 
Inc. address in MB.
Reduce N by 1. If N is zero return 
to MCN program.







•44.4 The Shuffling Subprograms
There are nine subprograms numbered from P31 to P39, each 
providing a sot of shuffled I values for each of the nine sets of 
similar columns of values. 4 or 8 values ore shuffled
out of MB and are placed consecutively in SB before the starting 
and incrementing arguments are generated for the column of 
values. The program has 2 entry points, P3 X 1 and P3 X 2
(X = 1 ..... 9) and is initially called through P3 X 1. The 
subsequent shuffled values are obtained by calling P3 X 2.
Subprogram P37 contains o modification as 1^ , 1^/4' *N/2 and
N/4
The subprogram P31 is explained (set OTS/OH)
P311: STA 3,RP31 Save return
LDA 3,5631 ) Set auto. inc. address of
STA 3,20 ) block SB.
LDA 2,MBS Get the address of the first
shuffled time sample (lt)
STA 2,.MBS Store this address in a temporary
location
LDA 0,0,2 Load the value of into reg. 0.
STA 0,@20 Store contents of reg, 0 into first
location in SB.
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Locations MBS, MB14, MB7 and M816 in program CCL contain the 
addresses of the first set of shuffled time samples ie ly 
*N/2+l an^ 1* ^ese addresses are stored in temporary locations 
.MBS, .MB14, .MB7 and .MB16. In part P312 these addresses are 
processed according to the formulae in A3.5.3.
P312: STA 3, RP31 Sove return
LDA 1,N2. Load reg 1 with N2. N2„ corresponds
to 2 which is either added to or 
subtracted from the shuffled address 
to obtain the next shuffled address.
LDA 3,S831 ) Set auto. inc. address of
STA 3,20 ) block SB.
LDA 2,.MB Get the first shuffled address
stored in the temporary location
ADDZ 1,2 Add 2 to obtain next shuffled
address.
STA. 2,. MB Save new address in temporary
location.
LDA 0,0,2 Load reg. 0 with the contents of the
new shuffled address.
STA 0,@20 Store reg. 0. contents in first
location in SB.
.MBS now contains the address of 1^2*
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LDA 2, .MB14
SUBO 1,2. Subtract 2 to obtain the next
shuffled address.
STA 2, .MB14 
LDA 0,0,2.
STA 0,@20 Store the reg. 0. contents in
second location in SB.
.M814 now contains address 2
The remaining two shuffled addresses are processed and SB 

























. ENT i-p'ii. sr-m
. EXTN . SB





P:21: SfTfi 5. FPZ2
UOA 2, iC-15
STfi 2,. MB13
LBA $■ *■ 2
LDA 2, M B H  .
STfi 2,. MB14
LDA 2, ME .
STA 2,. MB?




LC-A 0, *  2
STA @25
LDA 2, M M







































SBA MSI: . M211, M5-25
2,. HE.4 NJ .
0,3,2 =5:
©• @29 E'C-
57fi i, . M613
srfl 1  .Tie u
5TA 2 , .  MB2-3
P342: 5T fi I ,  RPj4
L M  1, H4
L M  3 ,5 9 3 4
STA 3 ,2 9

































LC4 5 5 :3
J, 20
2, r€-9 LT-f
Z . MS? p,r,r,r
?. a, 2
0, 626 0, 0, 2
0. 920
i- . ME17 2-. MBIT
d, y. > 1,2












0, ®i0 a-. f-iBl*
1,2
2, M 6U 2,.ME15
2,. MBli e, 0,2




2.. M U9 -C'C'Z i- 2
2,. HGif £ T i 2 . HE11
0, 0, 2 LC'h
0, 620 5T.i 0, 025
2-ME-12 LC.0 2,. MB13














HE?.?. NBIC'/ M BU, MB12
,5Tm 20
LC-M 2,
."Tfi 2. . M R
U 'A  5- 0 -2
5TM 0, *2 0
LC'A 2v MBiC-
STh 2/ MB10
L i'A  5, 0, 2
5TA 0 , 028
ST* 2 ..H B 1 1
LE'A 0, >3.. 2
STA 8, #20
Lv.i 2, ME-12
5TA 2, . H512
a
s t a  9 - -s;.o
L.E'.A 2 , .  H3JL1
ADC'Z 1, 2
ST* 2 - . iV B ll









2. . MSI 
0, £v 2
LC-A 2.- - MB!
LC'fi 2, MU2
5T fi 3,. M53
LC-A 0, 2
5TA 0 , 020
LC-fi 0 , «v 2
STA 0 , 020
LC-A 2. MB21
STr", 2 . .  MB21
5 :  si.. 5"J.52 








P2v'l • 5TP 3,
STA 2, 2-5
LvF' 2.. MB1
STii i ,  . H Bl
. B-'TT' MSI. MB.;, HI?., MB4
Lvm >/’&2
■37* k, . mb:
L i-fl 0 , 0 , 2
L'TA y , ,a?o
t'T fl 5 .9 2 6
JMP '?s.F3<3
LC'fi 2, . H B l
-•DOZ i, 2
-. i'A 1,. H B l
LC'A 6, 5 , 2
STf 0,520
LOA 2 , .  NB2
r)£'CC i.. 2
STA 2 , .  I'1B2
L M  0,02
5TA 5-
H'JL'S 1 , 3 !B~
U'-l 5, -:i.
5T ii 0, 020
LC‘m 2 , .  MB4
AC'C'Z 1 .2
S*‘ fl -. .
Li>1 y , 0, :
:-Tm 9 . ^ 0
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A4.5 Signed Address. Generator Subprogram (K ^
This subprogram follows the flowchart in A3.6.4. The
following values are passed to this subprogram from the Initialize 
SAG subprogram (A4.6).
.H5 the start argument.
.15 the increment argument
.05 the number of addresses in a column of 
addresses.
CSR, MSK1, MSK2 are calculated by the COL subprogram (A4.8) and 
modify the K ^ values into o multiple of 40g. Table A4.1 lists 
the names of the SAC subprograms and is derived as follows.
l) The numbers in the name (ie 61, 62, 63, 64, 611, 612)
give the entry point of the TLUAR (A4.7). 
tu. this statement in a SAG subprogram, X.61 (X s A,8).
JSR @A61
means that the particular column of arguments being generated have 




Table  A 4  1 SAG S u b p ro g ra m  Names




eT ts DH AS1
e Tts *62
e Tts E1H CSS ESS
Ei tS A61 J6, K 612
E<!5 *63 B53 H63 JS3 K6 3 L63
EUS E4H CSS 06* F6S , IS MSS N6S OSS
Table A42 SAG In c re  men t and O u tp u t Va lues
TYF-E Ifj CR6 MEN T K O^UTPUT EQUIVALENT TO
A 0 < inc < T
Knk has all
B f  < inc < TT values excepl
G TT<inc
those equivalent 
to 0 and ^radibns
H ^ inc < 2i7
c 0  ■= inc <?
K»kh“  *"D f< in c  < rr
E ^ ^ in c  <t1
F T ^in c  <277
I inc= 0 , i „ K = 0  ;
J in c=  - f K j f
K inc= TT K = 0  Of T
L inc= if Ki i  v
M inc=  f
N inc=. TT sineK=G cesiii«K=ki
0 inc= K s O . f
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The Assembler codesfor program types ABGH ore given first.
Types CDEF ore explained next. The fino1 group, MNO ore simple 
programs that have outputs equivalent to 0 on radians,
A4.5.1 Types ABGH
The instructions for state 1 are discussed and the differences 
between state 1 and the remaining states are listed.
Save return to MCN
Load start argument ( qrg) into
'scratch pod * memory.
Go to output process. This 
corresponds to step 3 in flowchart 
Get inc. arg.
Get current subtotal.
Add inc to the subtotal to 
form the new current subtotal 
If CARRY bit is non zero skip 
next instruction (overflow occurs). 















Carry bit was non zero ie. arg -
To to output process of state 2.
OUPPj STA0,.H5 
MOVZ 0,1
Store current K ^ subtotal in 
scratch pad.
Move into reg 1 for processing
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NEGZ 0,2 Add £  to sin to obtain cosine 
K^. Store in reg 2.
LDA 3,MSK1 Load reg 3 with truncating mask
ANDZ 3,1 Truncate sine
JSR SR This subroutine shifts the sine and 
-osine 6 places to the right
3 MOVZR 1,1 Set the sign bit in the CARRY bit






Return from TLUAR here. Decrement 
control counter end skip next 
instruction if ,C5 is zero.
Go to state 1 and generate the next
JMP OTP Return to MCN as the requir.. number
of values have been generated. 
The marked statements, numbered from 1 to 4, change in the 
remaining states. The changes are listed below.
Cost* 1 State 2
5UB0 2,0, SNC Subtract inc from subtotal. Go to
JMP ODNP state 2 output process.
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2 JMP OUPN Go to state 3 output process.
3 MOVZR 1,1 Set sine sign bit positive
MOVZR 2,2 Set cosine sign bit negative
4 JMP SDNP Go to beginning of state 2
Case 1 State 3
1 ADDZ 2,0,SNC Add increment to subtotal
JMP OUPN Go to state 3 output process
2 JMP ODNN Go to state 4 output process
3 M0V0R 1,1 Set sine sign bit negative
MOVOR 2,2 Set cosine sign bit negative
4 JMP Sl’PN Go to beginning of state 3
Case 1 S W .  4
1 SUF"' ^,0, SNC Subtract inc from sub-total
i Go to state 4 output process
2 JMP uUPP Go to state 1 output process
3 MOVOR \,1 Set sine sign bit positive
MOVZR 2,2 Sot cosine sign bit negative
4 JMP SDNN Go to beginning of state 4
The incrementing argument has values between ^  and TT‘
The 'overflowed form1 of the increment is usod in this case, (see 
A3.8.2) The marked statomenbs 2 and 3 are the same as before.
Cose 2 Stote 1
1 NEGZ 0,0 Add j  to current subtotal.
ADDZ 2,0 SNC Add ino to subtotal to form next
K„k valu=-
JMP OUPP
4 JMP SDNP Go to beginning of state 2.
Case 2 State 2
1 NEGZ 0,0 Subtract from current subtotal
SUBO 2,0,SNC Subtract inc from subtotal to form
next K k value.
JMP ODNP
4 JMP SUPN Go to beginning of state 3.
Case 2 State 3
1 NEGZ 0,0 Add ^  to current subtotal
ADDZ 2,0,SNC
JMP OUPN
4 JMP SDNN Go to beginning of state 4
Case 2 State 4
1 NEGZ 0,0 Subtract from current subtotal
SUBO 2,0,SNC
JMP ODNN
4 JMP SUPP Go to beginning of state 1
The incrementing argument has values betweenTT and 
The 'overflowed' form of the incrementing argument is used. 77 is 
added by simply skipping one state.
Case 3 State 1 
4 JMP SUPN Go to beginning of state 3.
Case 3 State 2 
4 JMP SDNN Go to beginning of state 4
Cose 3 State 3 
4 JMP SUPP Go to beginning of state 1
Case 3 State 4 
JMP SDNP Go to beginning of state 2
The incrementing arguments hove values between and 277 
The 'overflowed' form of the incrementing argument is used. 
is added by skipping two states.
Cose 4 Stats 1
1 NEGZ 0,0 Add -y to current K ^ subtotal.
ADDZ 2,0,SNC Add increment to subtotal
JMP OUPP
4 JMP SDNN Go to beginning of state 4.
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Subtract Increment from K , subtotal
Go to beginning of state 1
Add increment to current K . subtotal
Go to beginning of state 2
Subtract from current subtotal 
Subtract increment from current K„, 
subtotal
nk
Go to beginning of state 3 
A4.5.2 Programs Types CDEF
These programs are similar to types A8GH but can have 
values equivalent to 0 radians and radians. The machine code 
equivalent to 0 and radians is Og and I77777g (see definition 
Al.2.3). 0 radians occurs in states 2 and 4 because of the
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properties of the machine code, but, by definition,0 radians is the 
first K k argument in states 1 and 3. Thus the instruction to 
output 0 radians (positive) is in state 4 and the instruction for 
0 radians (negative) is in state 2. This problem doec not occur 
vd+h 1^ * radians and the method for dealing with this is given in 
A3.7.1.
The statements that differ from those in types ABEH are 
explained.











Save return to MCN.
Load storting org. into scratch pad 
memory
Go to state k output routine 
(start arg = 0 rad.)
Add inc. to current K^. Skip next 
statement if OVF.
Go to state 1 output routine. 
Overflow took place.
Check whether subtotal is either?'?




























Result is equal to £
Go to special routine.
Go to state 2 output process
Take one's complement of K  ^argument
Cosine K k *s the same as the 
IT
uncomplemented =  £
Load special truncating mask 
Mask out bits in positions 
6,7,8
Set sine sign bit positive 
Set cosine sign bit negative 
Go to TLUAR
Decrement control index and skip 
next instruction is resvlt is zero.
Return to MCN
Reg. 0 contains the current 
argument which is zero. Adding the 
increment is implemented by loading 
it into reg. 0.
I'EGZ 0,0 The result of this 'addition1 always
Ijr"and the 2^ complement must be
JMP ODNP Go to state 2 output process.
OUPP: This set of instructions is the same as in A4.5.1.
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TDNP: MOVZ 0,1 
COM2 0,2
sign Lit is non zero (result negative) 
skip the next instruction.
Result is negative. Take the 2^ 
complement and go to the state 3 
output process
Check whether subtotal is 5: 0.
If equal to zero skip next instruction. 
If subtotal >  0 go to state 2 output 
process.
"1"" ".I,







the one's complement is taken to 
derive the machine code J 740g. 
Load special truncating mask
Mask out bits in positions 6,7,8
Set sine sign bit negative 
Set cosine sign bit negative
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IDA 0, .15 Some explanation as FUPP.
JMP OUPN Go to state 3 output process
IDNPj Same as ODNP in AS.4.1.
The remaining 2 state and 3 cases are not explained as they follow 
a similar pattern to the previous cases in A5.4.1.
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JTn 0, - H5 Ji-F 5UPN
MC'VZ >3,1 -JMP OTP
!'EGZ 5.. 2
L M  MZK1 SC'HN: LDA & . I 3
PNv'2 Z. -  ID A 0 , . H5
AI'.T'Z 1 , 2  SOSO  2 , y ,  5N«
SP. -JMP OC'NH
MOVZF. i , i  NEuZ 0 ,0
MOV IF: 2 ,2  JMP CUPP
■ ■5F. # i r f l  OE-MN: STA_ 6, . HO
LC'A 2 , .  15 PUCE 3 ,2
LvA 5 , .  H5 J5P SR
SUBO ; '  0 , SMC MOVOP 1 ,1
•JMF OC'NP MC-V2R 2 ,2
NSC-Z 0 ,0  v.-F 5 5 r5 1
jm p  OUPN t'SZ - 05
LDA 3 , MSK1 OTP: JMP C-c.AOl
flW'S 5,1
AWOZ 3 , 2  SR: STA 3. PSR
JSP SR LC-A 3 , CSP
t-iOVfcp i ,  1 STA 3 , 09









” 7L  . E '. 'i  iUFM. LC'm 2- 15
,E » t  SB e?! LC-A e . .H 5
.€-■-0 . H1? , . I 5 - .  C5 NEQZ €’ • 5
. E<:rc. MrVl.. C5r;, S ^ o 'l AvCC £.• 0 , SVC
C5-
JHP O’ IF - LC'4
LC'fl 2 . . 19 . r^-JvZ
L M  9 ,. 45
3T4 0 / .  H5 Ji-'r
MOVZ 9 , 1  JMP OTr
LDA S.-MSKl SDNN: LDfl 2 , - 1 5
■J5S SR SUEO 0- 5NC
MOVZff i - 1 '  JMF OC'MM
MOVZe. 2 , 2  NEGZ @..0
.:== 35^61 JHP 01F=
C-iZ . C5 OC-NN: 5 ~ h  « • , H5
LDA 2.-. 15 nNDZ 3 -1
LC-« 0 , .  H5 PMDZ 2, 2
NE-3Z 3 , -5 J== SR
SU50 2- 5 , SNC ^u'-Xis- 1 ,1
JMF uOl'iP . MO'-'ZP 2.. 2
NEGZ 6 ,0  JSP '«SP5i
..•up  OU=N C-/Z . C5
5TP 6 , .  H5 JMF E’JFP
MOVZ 9, X JMP OTP








. H 5 ,. 13 ,. C5 







.H “ . 15 .. C3
i.-SF-SPtfi
SJ51;
■ LOC 221 
NFEL SUPM: LDR 2/ 15
LDA 0 / .  “f5
0 / . M N E K v- 0
OUPr RDce 2 .y .  z-,.;
2 - . 15 ■JMF vUFN




2. 0 , S fC 5 ~ m 0 -. H5
MOVE 5 / 1
>3 O NEuZ
vD 'iP LOn
v , . MS 3 , l "
fiui-’Z 0 /1 3 , 2
NE02 9 ,2 SR
LDA 2/ M5K1 .'•O'/’vP 1 /1
liNDZ 3 ,1 J-JOVOR 2, 2
A.NDZ 3 -2 •JSK 5Z ---1
SP. D5Z . 05
MOVZF 1 / 1 somi
M'O'.'ZF 2 ,2 ■JVP OTP
■/S'
D5Z
O Z P f l
C5 SC-NN: LDR
..rf!P
h S z 1 : ' ^
SUSv 2 , 6 , 5 %
LDA 2.. 15 JMF OC-KN
LDfi y,. H5 ^EOZ y, 0
'■<'€vZr i-, o  JNP OUFP
SUfC- 2 5, SHC OCW- SIR ®,. H5
•Jfih uvNP W V Z  0 /1
N E K  0 / 0  >-ruZ 0 /2
■vHF L M  2, MZI-'l
STfl y,. H5 ANC': 3/1
HC'VZ 0 . 1  A W Z  1 /2
N-30Z 0.- 2 JSn SF.
Lt'A MSK1 MOVGR 1, l
nNOZ I I'lOVZR 2 ,2
lifx'OZ 2/ 2  JSr! * 2 S y l
-J5R a  C'SZ . C5
HOVZF 1.i JHP supp
HOVOR 2.. 2  ' JMP OTP
hsz *'V5'1 0TP JMF O FJC l
./M? S l'F 'l
vMP OTP sR- s 7*  P5F
L[“-| 3, Cpp
P i .  mov- r I ;  £ '
% T  g  '
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LDA 2> MSi'li OTP: JMP
PiML'S 3 ,1
FiNDZ 3 ,2  5R: STA
-JSP SR UC'A
MOVZR 1 ,1  STfi
HOVOP 2 ,2  . P I ;  MOU’ZF
J2R '53F02 MOVZ*
A-52 -X'SN. 3TA
• nfrl movi 1
STfi 3 , Fii-52 MEG: f  2
LDri 0 , • H5 LC'fi 3, MS\1
JMP OUPP fiMC'S 3 ,1
Lv fi 2, .1 5  fiNOZ 3 , 2
LOfi 0 , .H 5  j s p
"C'C'Z 2 ,0 , 3fiC MO'-'OR 1 , i
JMP OUPP  Mu'./vF
j m p  OC'NP L 'iz  " c s - "
STfl 0, - H5 JMP SUPM
MOV2 ©, 1 J OTP
LC'fi 2 , H5K1 SC'NN. LC'fi 2 , - 1 5
FiNC'Z 2 , 1  - LC'fi 0 , . H5
fiNOZ 3 ,2  5U50 2 , 0 ,  SHC
JSR 5F: JMP OC'MH
MOVZR 1 ,1  MEuZ 0 , 0  -
MOVZR 2, 2 JMP GUFF
(E- I:/'
LC’ fi 2 , .  15 -ViC-Z
LC'fi 0 , .  M5 J5R




. T IT L  . D52
. ENT SBS.2
. EXTC' , H3... 15,. C?












2 .0 ,5 1
S T




NEc-z e , e
vHr OC'Nil









J S r  C-SFi^ a
DSZ - C'_- •
JMP fOMN
JMP OTP
SONH: LC'A 2 , . 13
LC'P 0, . H5
CC-HH. 5TP 6 , .  H5









OTP: JMP $P E*2
SR: STfi 3 , F.SR
LC'fl CSR
5TA 2 , C?
Rl:
• “ IT L  . SUPK. LOfl :  15
. ENT SA63 LL'ii . H?
EXTC- w - , . I ? , . C5 % D Z 5..x«.-fiC
E>:TC !'!.-K l. C.'P, S F6 : j w  ■".'--N
ZPEL Mr"I » 0
. loc :ie jm-- oc w
ri^ : OWN. =-^ d. H3
N "£ L -K-VZ *3- 1
57 ii 3 , R M f: NEuZ @ 2
Lr.fi 9 . ..H 5  LC'A 3.. M5K1
JH® OUFP "'MvZ I ,  1
LC'n i? AND: :,2
i r>A y,. H5 JfP 5r'
•ivuZ 2 , JNC HOWyP 1,1
■/H- QUPP MOVO- 2 2
NEGS 0, 3 J5C
JH - OvMF r.sz ■
5TA 5 , . M3 JH r SL'FN
MOVi Q, 1 JMP 07~
HEG: y,Z
LC'h  3 , H 5k 'i SC'MN. LC'ii 5, 15
*NDr 5,1 L M  0. H?
mNCZ 2 ,2  i'lj&O  2. v SIK
J5P 5R . J«F OC-MH
novzp i, i Niur 0'^
M 'j'- i" ' 5, 2 .TM= o u r "
J5P #3PeZ ODWH;
1 : /
■JMF OTr LC'h :
W l'Z i
LC-h & . I 3  rr-ii'Z  2
LC'6 a, :.r  j ; p  5-'
-™U5v 0.< 5NC NO'-'OP- 1, i.
jm p  OC'NF M0V2P £• 2
Nsos e, o jsp 4FP*:
JMP OUF'N C'fZ c?
o. H5 Til- ZvNN
MOVZ S, 1 JMP OTP
tiEu' e,i
LC'A 3/ M S i'i OTP; JMF
iWC'I 2,1
"iMvZ L  2 3 ft; Z, P5F.
'JSF. SR U 'H  : •  CSF
WO'-'Z -^ J., 1  STP :■ C5
fK'VCiZ 2 Pi MOVZF !■ i
,r-ir MOVZ" 2 .2
C'iTZ . C5 r.57 r -
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S « i r,M





-5. w?" v. 1
•3. 0
















.£ '••"0  H5. 15, c?
e >:tc- j . ' -  j p f :
N=£L EUFN. L v -  2. 15
SVw 2. =v=2 Lv-1 0 l-~
L vn 0- H5 -C -v I 2 v . Pi-:
.JH- riC-’j" ."v- O'.'"';
LO-i y- H ’j JM= vv'/i-i
- : 'v Z  2 0- Z?K OU='l ST-- • 0., n-j
JM : r-U-F M .jv ; A i
NEGZ 0,0 '-EGZ 0- 2
..T?'i= OC IIP L v '-  2- H5:' i
STR 0-.M5 ‘ ~'.T-r 1
i-iovz 0,1 --r :,2
We-jS 0. 2 v - "  5 '
LC-m 3- USt'l M-j'"'-:' 1,1








5TA O, H? -Vv:
MQVZ . 0 , 1 "N vZ
N-r-jz ' vs;
L v *  -.■-■■■■£■ i  i i
ftWi.r 3.1 1 2
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Tin. HSS Cl.ir-M: LC'A 2. I?
. EUT SHe: LC'A 0- >-'?
. E.*TC' H 5 /. I5 . - .C 5  NEG: v- *J
. !'L"r-:i, C ?r:, 5Pt?2. rV 'fC  =■* ENC
. rfvEt. .Ji.tp. OUPN




















£VTr, u~. I?. C5
E-'TL'
























] ,  C5









-Nvz : .  i
-VC.r 2 
v.'s  ^ _"
'PJ-C













£UFN: LDA . 15
HOVI 0 .0 .  SNF.
TUFN OOHI 0. 1
loo" H:K2
PJFN; LOP 0.. .1 5











NFS'- Sl'N - : LC'h 2, . 15
."h! PE*-# y.- . H?
LC'fl *.•. H5 - i i£A = 0 5HC
JM? Tv’ -N Z v ’ i"
LC’f i 2 ' .  I?  0
Lv-fi e.' M? . .tmp Otj-N
-vD: 2.-o,-TNc T[,,,{= m:.vz v
JHP OU-f- TMP OC-NP
MOV: s . 5 . IMP T i'N = ' i'lvV r y.-1
JM= TUFP v jM Z  0 ,2
MEGZ y, 5 Z "5VZ
■ OC'N” -jiCC 1
COMZ 6.. i  .^NvZ 2
MO^Z 0 ,2  vc.s 1 1
LC-h Z; MOv'OF 2 . 2
ANC'I : . i  .TJF. C‘ 5F54
hNC'Z 2 '2  r,3Z . C5
I'lvVZF: 1. i tmp ?vNe
MOVO»' 2 .2  jmp  C.TP
NE-22 0 ,0  LC'h 2 , MSK1
••We -X.HH AND: 3.-1AND:
"NC'Z Z-4
4 sM N  iO* I. r?
U '«  0. W5
LC-a I  I?  5UE0
Li-a •:• . ~~ Zi-’!K
«:■:•! £ v r**-; '-e g ' v . o
GV-’ i JM= , =
v £n= * r« w  * * w s  v  v- _-z.-
.we Tv=..j OvN'i
'E G : v  v 5, j.
.;>« tTvMZ 0, =
-rc-’-r : u -  2. «£».:*
v 1 fi'ii'Z : 1
!.:» : ' J- z : -
1 1
"‘.i-r 1 2.;
Mv'-v" !• i J;= fSCfJ
M:'-:= : : CEZ c?
v.. 0 MG'.E
WaCC







X L  I'-T
i • 2 -••'F







:TA : sfs-j 5C-NS • LC'A 2
Lv« 0. H5 LC'4
T!!S t m . i ; !G u Z 0 .0
■_o* 2 13 ='.'50 i ,
L v -  5. H3 J W
NE-2~ NE'22 o -0
*::.r : o =:'<■: jup
wv’-’z  v s : "
c o :%= *"=
■tifff r  := r TvMF . MO’- i  0 1
V CO-Z V :
L04 r, •:
cc c  o _ oNCc „
“ v--z •:>• I  W =  -  :
L v -  -  - :V 2  MOVC-S 1 i
: • M:"0~ ; :
- ',v =  2 05= 55” 0“
i .  i  o ; z  03
-3
O -i LC- I  " :  :1
v 2 Ai.v? :-i
: "5-'i 4NvZ 2
:-2
Z 2 MO'-rc 1. 1



























5-1 NE'j= 0, i
G-,2 LC-A
:  • r 'S K l fiNC'2 : , i
i i *Nr-z i a
i ,  i  I'luVZF 2, 3
r J=F
C'5Z C.5






£•:" M-,. i".. :5
Mira.
— EL
L K  :2:
t ; ti_
. CWT S i'iv-
. e:-7v w?.. I?.- c
. r-,"C- M-’Vi iv-e-
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Nv4 • 5T4 J. RNi?4
Ti.l-P ; LC'.h 0 . M3




A4.6 Subprogram to Generate Starting ond Incrementing
Arguments for tng SAG
There are nine subprograms numbered from Q41 to Q49, each 
program providing starting and incrementing arguments for each of 
the nine sets of columns of arguments. The subprogram is
executed before a column of arguments is generated. The
subprogram is initially entered through SP4X1 (X = 1, ... 9) and 
subsequently entered through SP4X2 for the remaining storting and 
incrementing arguments. The auto incrementing address locations 
of the Accumulators, which ore needed by thr. TLOaR, ore also set 
up by the subprogram. Subprogram Q41 is only explained as the 





Save return to MCN
Set first start arg. (calculated by
CCL).
Get first inc. arg. (calculated by 
CCL).
Go to statement P410.
P412: STA 3,RP41 Save return to MCN




Generate next current start arg.
LDA 2,.SI1 Get current inc. arg,
LDA 0,111 )
ADDZ 0,2 )
Generate next current inc. arg.
P410: STA 1,.SHI store current start arg.
STA 2,.511 store current inc. arg.
STA 1,.H5 pass current start org. to SAC
STA 2,.15 pass current inc. arg. to SAG.
LDA 1,SA1 These instructions set
STA 1,20 the auto. inc. address
STA 1,21 Locations of the Accumulators
LDA 1,CA1 which will be used by
STA 1,22 the TLUAR.
STA 1,23
LDA 1,CT1 Passthe number of
STA 1,.C5
to the SAG.
JMP @RN1 Return to MCN.
.SHI Current starting org. ^crotch pod memory.
•SI1 Current inc arg. scratch pad memory.
RP41 Location of return address.
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A4.7 The Table Look Up ortd Accumulate Routine TLUAR
The subprogram is called by the SAG subprogram to process 
the sine and cosine values. After the TLUAR has performed its 
tosks , detailed in A3.10, control is returned to the SAG subprogram. 




os well as the main routine.
In A3 .IQ 2 the STV address is simply calculated by adding the 
two components of the address pair and and the address of 
the first location in the STV. Subroutine SINT performs the first 
port of this addition by adding the address of the first location 
in the STV to the sine (argument) value. CINT adds the cosine 
to the address of the first location in tho STV. This partial 
sum is termed the base address (BTLU). GY1/GY2 adds the LADC output 
to the base address to form the final STV address (see A3.10.4). 
PACC/NACC adds/subtracts the STV constant to/from the required 
Accumulator.
The main routine consists of six parts, each part corresponding 
to entry points described in A4.6. (ie part is associated with a 
sign pattern in Fig.A3.5).
The main routine performs the following tasks.
1) Stoie the return address of the SAG.
2) Calls SINT
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3) Stores the contents of the particular Accumulator 
being processed in a temporary location.
4) Calls GV1/GY2 in the required order and increments or 
decrements the contents of the temporary location 
according to the value of the signum function
5) Returns the contents of the temporary location to the 
Accumulator.
These steps are then repeated for the cosine values.
A4.7.1 Subroutine SINT
SINT: STA 3,RINT Save main routine return address
STA 1,SC Store sine K ^ in scratch pad.
STA 2,CC Store cosine in scratch pad
LDA 3,SB6 ) Set auto inc. address for SB.
STA 3,24 )
LDA 3,TLU Get address of first location of STV
LDA 1,SC Get sine from scratch pod
ADDZ 3,1 Add sine address to first’ location 
address of STV to obtain base address
STA 1,BTLU Store base address
JMP @RINT Return to main routine
A4.7.2 Subroutine CINT
This is similar to SINT but sets up the base address for tho 
cosine K^.
A4.7.3 Subroutine CINT2 and STNT2
These are similar to CINT and SINT and are used for the 
special case in P37.
A4.7.4 Subroutines GY1 ond GY2
These subroutines generate the signum function and modify 
it for the 'opposite signs' case.
GY1: STA 3,RGY Save return to main routine
STA 0,TAC Store Accumulator contents in
temporary location 
LDA 3,@24 Get the next shuffled I value from
SB
LDA 2,BTLU Get bose address of STV
ADDZL 1,3,SNC Calculate final STV address end
check sign bit 
JMP PACC If sign bit is positive go to
incrementing subroutine 
JMP NACC If sign bit is negative go to
decrementing routine 
CY2 has the last two instructions swopped 
ie. ADDZL 1,2,SNC
JMP NACC If sign bit is positive go to
decrementing routine 
JMP PACC If sign bit is negative go to
incrementing routine.
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Register 3 contains the STV address and the signum function sign 
bit which have been shifted one place to the left so as to check 
the sign bit. PACC and NACC must first restore this address by 
shifting it one place to the right and destroying the sign bit as 
it has served its purpose.
A4.7.5 Subroutines PACC and NACC
These subroutines perform the following tasks
1) Restore the final STV address
2) Check the sign bits of the STV constant and 
Accumulo or contents to check for overflow (OVF) 
underflow (UNF)
3) Add or subtract the STV constant to or from the
Accumulator value
4) Write an error message if OVF/tlNF occurs
PACC: MOVZR 3,3 Restore STV address and eliminate the
sign bit.
LDA 1,0,3 Get the STV constants and load them
into reg. 1.
STA 1,T1D Load STV constants into a temporary
location
LDA 2,MSK Get mask that will extract sign bits
cf STV constant and Accumulator valve 
LDA 0,TAC Get Accumulator value which is stored
in a temporary location.
AND 2,0 Got Accumulator sign bit






Exclusive OR of sign bits
JMP PACN sign bits are different
There is no risk of OVF/tjNF 
MOVZLth 0,0,SZC The sign bits are the same. Check
the Accumulator sign bit 
JMP PACU Accumulator sign bit negative.
UNF could take place.
JMP PACO Accumulator sign bit positive OVT
could take place
PACU is o subroutine that adds TID (STV constant) to TAC (Accumulator 
value) and checks for underflow. PACO is a subroutine adds 
to TAC and checks for overflow. PACN adds TID to TAC and does not
check for overflow or underflow as neither will occur in this cose.
Get STV constant 
Get Accumulator value 
Add
Return to main routine
Add, Shift left and chock CARRY bit. 











JMP OVFP OVF. Go to error flag routine.




ADDZL 2,0,SNC Add, Shift left and check CARRY
bit. If one (negative result), no
UNF and skip next instruction
JMP UNFP UNF. Go to error flag routine
MOVR 0,0 Restore result
JMP @RGY
The NACC subroutine is similar to the PACC subroutines but 
subtraction instead of addition takes place. The sign bits of 
the Accumulator and the STV constant ore also exclusively ORed and 
the subroutine choo..es one of three subtraction routines NACN (no 
OVF/UNF check necessary), NACO (check OVF) and NACU (check 
underflow) to decrement the Accumr;J r i r.
A4.7.6 The Main Routine
The main routine has to entry points P61, P62, P63, P64, P611 
and P612, one for each of the 6 sign patterns in Fig.A3.5. Consider 
the routine for the set OTS/OH.
P61: STA 3,RP6 Save the SAG return
JSR SINT See A4.7.1
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LDA Q§20 Get the contents of the Accumulator
that hos its address set in Q41 and 
load them into reg 0. The second 
statement in GY1/GY2 stores the 
contents of reg 0 in a temporary 
location.
JS'R GY1 )
) This is equivalent to the sign pattern
JSR GY1 )
) associated with the set OTS/OH.
JSR GY2 )
JSR GY2 )
STA 0,@21 Reg. 0 contains the incremented or
decremented Accumulator value. The 
contents of reg. 0 are returned to 
the Accumulator block.
The cosine main routine follows a similar pattern.
JSR ClNT
LOA 0,622 Get Accumulator value
JSR GY1 )
JSR GY2 )
) sign pattern for cosine OTS/OH.
JSR GY2 )
JSR ' GY1 )
STA 0,(123 Return the incremented or decremented
Accumulator value to the Accumulator
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A4.8 The CCL Subroutine
This subroutine calculates all the constants for the DFTTLU 
for a given value of N (ie. N = 123,256,-512,1024) and will stop if 
N is not one of these values. The subprogram calculates the 
numbers of columns of values that fall into each of the four 
cases. These numbers are listed as C16, C161, C32, C321, C64 and 
0541. Itthen calculates the numbers of values in a column 
which are listed as CT1, CT2 and CT3. M80, MB1 ... MB21 contain 
the first group of addresses of the shuffled time samples. These 
addresses ore needed by the Shuffling Subprogram. The subprogram 
calculatesthe first set of storting and incrementing arguments 
required by the 041 - Q49 subprograms ie SHI, 511, IH1, 111 ... 119.
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A4.9 Calculation of the Resultant Harmonics
Fig.A3.17 shows the format of thq Accumulator block in the 
core. This subprogram extracts the corresponding real and 
imaginary components in the correct sequences, calculates the 
resultant and divides it by 7 (see 4.4). Data General Software** 
is used to perform the multiplication, double word addition and 
division. Reference 18 gives c, routine that computes the square 
root of a double word. The resulting harmonics are used by the 
erior analysis described in A5. This subprogram is also used to 
compute the resultant harmonics of the FFT routine used in the 
error analysis.
Subroutine STR extracts the harmonic components in the 
correct order ie E4H, OH, E4H,0H ... and subroutine PTG calculates
the resultant, divides it by 7, and stores it in block RB. The 
resultant harmonics in RB are in the correct sequence and are 
readily available for analysis by the error program.
LDA 1, SA1
STA 1,20 The addresses of the first
LDA 1,CA1 locations in the
STA 1,21 Accumulator blocks are
LDA 1,SA2 loaded into the auto-









LDA 1,NH The index i uet up.
STA lrNH NH is the number of harmonics
that will be processed.
NH is decremented by one as each 
resultant harmonic is processed. 
When NH is zero control is returned 
to MCN.
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JSR @CP8 This instruction is included if the
harmonics ore being plotted. CPB 
positions the zero at 
(X,Y) = (-lOOOg, -IQOQg) and makes a 
small vertical mark.
STR: IDA 1,@24 Get imaginary E4 component
LDA 2,@25 Get real E4 component
JSR PTG Go to resultont calculating routine
LDA 1,020 Get imaginary odd numbered component
LDA 2,021 Get real odd numbered component
JSR PTG
LDA 1,022 Get imaginary E? component.
LDA 2,023 Get real E4 component
JSR PTG
LDA 1,020 Get imaginary odd-numbered component
LDA 2,021 Get real odd numbered component
JSR PTG
JMP STR
NH is decremented end tested for zero in PTG. The resultant is 
calculated"using the Pythagorus Theorem. The squaring of the 
component is carried out by subroutine MPY, the addition by DADD 
and the square root, D5QR. The result of MPY is a double word, the 
















Save return to SIR.
store the real component in a
temporary location.
Duplicate the imaginary component.
Square imaginary component 
Store high order bits in HS.
Store low order bits in L5.
Get real component from temporary 
location.
Luplicate real component in peg 2. 
Square real component.
Add squared real and imaginary 
component.
Tiis statement gives the location of 
the squared imaginary components to 
DADD
The double word sum must be less than 
2^. If greater than 2^, the square 
root of the double word sum will cause 
a 2 8 complement 16 bit word to 
overflow. If the double word is 
greater than 2^, control is given to 
to subroutine OSQR which prints an 
error message '66' and then gives 













Toke the square root of the double 
word sum.
Load 7 into divisor register 
Divide square root result by 7.
Store the answer in RB. 
plotted,the following 2 instructions are
See A4.13
Decrement NH by one ond test for zero. 
NH not zero. Return to STR for next 
harmonic.
NH is zero. This statement is 
included if the results are plotted. 
The pen in positions at (X,Y) =
(0, -lOOOg) and makes a small vertical
Return to MCN.
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A4.10 The Doto Blocks
The data blocks are required to store the large number of 
values in consecutive locations. These values can be easily 
addressed using the auto incrementing address facility. To save 
core, certain aress of core ore overwritten with new data, eg. the 
II block associated with the FFT is also used for the DFTTLU 
accumulators.
MB: N time samples - output of LADC.
Rl: N time samples - output of ADC.
II: N imaginary time samples - net to zero.
The results of the FFT are loaded in Rl and II.
Rl: N Real FFT harmonic components
II: N Imaginary FFT harmonic components.
SA1: ^  Imaginary FFT harmonic components
SA1: ^  Imaginary odd numbered DFTTLU harmonic components.
CA1: ~  Real odd numbered DFTTLU harmonic components.
SA2: ~  Imaginary even numbered (not multiples of 4) DFTTLU
harmonic components.
CA2: Real even numbered (not multiples of 4) DFTTLU
harmonic components.
5A3: H  Imaginary remaining even numbered DFTTLU harmonic 
components.
CAS: •g Real remaining even numbered DFTTLU harmonic components.
RB: ^  Resultant DFTTLU harmonics.




A4.11 The Main Control Program MCN
The main control program calls the subprograms in the 
required order. The program first resets the Accumulators by 
loading zero into the Accumulator. It then calls the sampling 
subprogram.
JSR @SP21 Zero Accumulators
JSR @5P25 Scmple outputs of LADC and (ADC)
The first column in each of the nine sets of columns is 
solved separately as some of the subprograms are entered at a 
special point (eg. SP3 X 1, SP4 X l). The subprogram associated 
with the OTS/OH is explained.










The following 3 cases are treated similarly and the pattern is 
repeated for the remaining eight sets of columns.
Shuffle time samples.
Get storting and incrementing 
arguments.
Generate first columnof values.
) Set up the index for the remaining
) columns an case 1 (0 <inc<^)
Get next group of shuffled time 
samples
Get next starting and incrementing 
arguments
Generate next column of addresses
) Repeat for all the columns in case 1
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A4.12 The Run Program
This program links the DFTTLU and tho FFT programs so that 
an analysis of the differences between the two methods con bo made. 
The Run program performs the following tasks.
1) Sets the number of bits representing a constant in the 
STV (see 4,4).
2) Runs the DFTTLU by calling MCN.
3) Runs the FFT routine.
4) Adjusts the scale of the FFT harmonics to that of the
DFTTLU.
5) Analyses the differences between the two sets of 
harmonics.
6) Repeats the above steps a specified number of times.
A4..12.1 Setting the STV
The STV is programmed with the maximum number of bits 
representing o constant. The number of bits is reduced by 
shifting each constant one place to the right (ie. divide by 2).
The number of times that constant is divided by 2 is set on the 
console switches of the computer and is loaded into location SR 5, 
Tiic computer duplicates this value by writing it into RS and is 
printed at the end of each run.
Subroutine STLU performs the same task whon overflow or 
underflow of the Accumulators occurs or when the resultant 
harmonics in PTG(A4.9) overflows. In these cases, control is 
passed to STLU which halves each constant in the STV end notes
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this in location RS by increasing its value by 1. Control : 
passed to Ql.l in MCN and the time samples are reprocessed. 
A4.12.2 Calling the DFTTLU








Call the CCL subprogram (A4.8).
Call the MCN subprogram (A4.ll) 
Print RS
Stops minicomputer 
When the 'CONTINUE* switch on the 
console is pressed this instruction 
is executed.
57 is the start of the FFT program.
A4.12.3 Colling the FFT
The following Assembler Code is used.
These instructions load zero into 










LDA 2,N N is passed to the FFT
STA 2..NN program
JSR @CFTST Call the FFT program
The FFT program reads A. If A is
zero a forward FFT is executed.
• Rl: -6LK
.11: .BLK
.NN: The FrT program reads N here.
N location input block (Real values) 
N location input block (imaginary 
values). This block has been set
The .11 block is also used as the Accumulator block. The total 
cumber of locations in all the Accumulator blocks is also N.
The addresses of the blocks are listed as follows.
Rl: .Rl - I
II: .11 - 1
SA1: .SA1 - 1
The -1 term is included to adjust for the outo-inc;ementing 
address. This first increments the address and then executes it. 
A4.12.4 Adjusting the Scale of the FFT Harmonics
The real ant! imaginary harmonic components of the FFT ore 
loaded into .Rl and .11 respectively. Subroutine PTG, (similar 
to the subroutine PTG in A4.9) calculates the resultant harmonics. 
The scale of the harmonics is adjusted while the harmonic is in 
its squared form and the harmonic is shifted double the required
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The resultant harmonic has its high order bits in reg 0 and its low 
order bits in reg.2.
LDA 3,SRS. Get the doubled number of shifts and
store them in 
STA 3,.SRS .SRS.
Slz MOVZR 0,0 These instructions perform the
MOVR 1,1 double word shift,
DSZ .SRS
JMP SI
JMP @05QR Take the square root.
A4.12.5 Calculating the FFT Scale Factors
The FFT has its own scale factor SCNT which depends on the 
value of the partial suds in the FFT. To ovoid overflow every 
partial sum is halved if the machine code is greater than 3)463g 
and the number of times that this occurs is stored in SCNT. 
Assuming that no ovcrfl.../ occurred, the FFT harmonics would still 
hove to be scaled down by a constant MAN. If overflow does occur 
the final scale factor is (MAN - SCNT). This value is doubled 
and stored in location SRS (A4.12.4). If subroutine STLU is 
called (A4.12.1), (MAN ' T) is increased by one to keep the 
scales of tlie DFTTLU end FFT equal.
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ASCNT:SCNT ASCNT contains the address of SCNT.
LDA 1,©ASCNT )




SUBO 1,2 Calculate MAN - SCNT
MOVZL 2,2 Double the result
STA 2,SRS Store this value - the number of
shifts to the right - in SRS
MOV 2,1 ) Print SRS
JSR @BD )
A4.12.6 Plotting the Differences between the DFTTLU 
and FFT Harmonics
The format of the plot is given in Fig.5. I in chapter 5.3.1. 
A subroutine similar to STR in A4.9 is used to retrieve the FFT 
harmonics components from R1 and II and the resultant harmonic is 
calculated and scaled. The corresponding DFTTLU harmonic is 
retrieved from block RB and is.subtracted from the FFT harmonic. 
The result is multiplied by four and plotted with its DFTTLU 
harmonic which has been halved. Thus the scale of the difference 
between the harmonics is eight times that of the DFTTLU harmonics. 
LDA 0,R1 Set auto inc. address for
STA 0,20 real (Rl) and imaginary (11)
















JSR @SRTC ) 





Set auto inc. address for 
resultant DFTTLU harmonics.
Set index for N/2 harmonics
Position plotter pen at 
(X,Y) = (-512, -512)^
Get real component 
Get imaginary component 
Calculate and scale resultant 
Get corresponding DFTTLU 
resultant harmonic.
Subtract DFTTLU from FFT harmonic.
Multiply difference by 4.
Plot difference (A4.13).
Decrement index.
If index is greater than j process 
next harmonic.
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STR 1 , .  S5
LOR 1 , RTLU
STR 1 ,2 1
LOR 1 , NTLU














LDR 1 , RTLU
STR 1, 20
LDR 1 , NTLU
STR 1 , . NTLU
LDR 1 ,6 2 6
MOVER 1, 1







NTLU: 764 STR; LDA



















. SAi: 40 LDA
. Cfil: . BLK 40 JSR
. S fi2 : . BLK 20
CFi2: . BLK JSR
SA3: . 0LK 20 ftHS: HS
cm-. . BLK 29












STfi 0, 21 . NH: 0
LDA MPV: . MPV
STfi &  22 C-fiDC: . PfiN>
LDA e,H SRS: e
MOVZR . SRS: 0
MAN: 4




















. T IT L  . B256
. ENT STLU- PB
. ENT F.L, SPi, CA1, 5A2, CA2- S A :, CAS
. EXTf- CPE.. CPE, DOR. i'PTS. SRTC
. E:':T[' CFT.-T. HOjN, CCAL, N
. EXTN . DADD,. MPV,. DSQR,. EDECv SCNL , TL'JD






S f i l : . SA1-1
SR2: . SA2-1
SA3: , SA3-1
CA1: . C A1-1
CAS: . CA2-1
C A3: C A3-1
LDA 1/ATLU
STfi 1 ,2 0
LDA l"HTLU
STA 1 , .  NTLU
LDA 1,@20
MOVZft 1 ,1
' STA 1 ,3 2 1
DSZ . HTLU
LDA 1 , F:S
STA 1 , RS
JSR 9CC.AL
JSR C-MCC-N




LDA 1 , ATLU
LDA 1 , NTLU









NTLU: STR: 1, @26










2..N DSZ . m '
STA Z,. N JHP STR
iprn 2,11 JSR @CPE
STA 2, 26 XX: HALT










. BLK AHS: HS







LDfi 1, 9ASCNT 1,1
JSR 6E.C- , SRS
LC-A 1, -SASCMT JHP Si
LC'A















. T IT L  B512
. ENT STLU, RB
. ENT R i,  SRI.. '.K l,  Sfi2 . CR2, S f li :  CAS
. EXTC1 CPB, CPE. BClR. SRTB. SRTC
. EXTD CFT5T. MCON. CCRU M





R i:  . R i - i





5A 1 : . S A i-1
5A 2: . SA 2-1
SR3: . SA3-1
C F ll' . C A l - i
CAS: . CA2-1
CAS: . CA3-1
LI>A 1 ,5 5
B2: LC-A 1 , ATLU
STA 1 / 29
LPH 1 , NTLU
STA 1 ,.N T U J





LDA 1 , RS
INC 1 ,1





. LDA 1 , RS
JSR @BD
JMP @57
. STLU: LPH 1 , ATLU
STA 1 ,2 0
STA 1 ,2 1
LDA l.N T L U
STA 1 , .  NTLU





LDA 1 , RS
INC 1 ,1
STA 1 , RS
JMP @XR
240
A T U . TLUD
HTLU 764
. NTLJ : 9 PTG
RS: 0 2, TR
S5: 2 ,1
. £5: 9
. RB: .B LK
2 : 6
. 57 : 2> N
2, 11 JSR
STA
LPA 1 ,2 XX: HALT
5 4 : STA 1, @20 D52
DS2 . N
JMP 54
LDA 2, N PTC:
STA STA 2, TC
A: 0 MOV 1 ,2
. NN: 0 JSR @MPV
. R l : . BLK STA
. S f ii . BLK 200
. CA1 . BLK 200
. SA2 . BLK 100 LDA 1, TC
. CA2 .B LK 2, TC
. SA3 . BLK 100 C“ MPV
. CA3 . BLK 100
JSR ©DADD
LC'A 1 , SRSCNT AHS: HS
JSR LDA 2, SRS
LDA 1 , 6A5CNT STA 3 , .  SRS
LDA 2, MAN 5 1 : MOVZR
SVBO 1 ,2 1 ,1









STA 0 , - 2 RPTG: 0
5 6 : LDA 0, H . NH: 0
MOVZR 0 , 0 MPV: . HPV
M0V2R 0 ,0 DADD: . DADD
MOVZR 0 ,0 SRS: 0
0 , .  NH TR: 0




STR: LDA 1 , @22 MAN: 6
STA 1 , TR OSCIR: . D f ' r












. ENT STLU. Rt
. E/jT Pi, S'.! • CHI.. SA2, CA2, Sfl?, CA3
. EX'TC. CPE, CPE- DOR, SRTB. SPTC-
. EXTC CFTST, MCOM.CCAL-N
. EXTN . DADD, . MPV,. OSQR,. BDEC, 5CNT,. TLUC












LC*A 1 , S5
STA l / . S S
LDA 1 , ATLU
STA 1 ,2 9
LDA 1 , NTLU





LDA 1 , R5
INC 1 .1
ST|- 1 , F;S







LDA 1 , ATLU
STA 1 ,2 0
LDA 1 , NTLU





jm p  ei
LDA 1 , RS
INC 1 ,1





































A4.12.7 Nuniericol Anolysis of Errors - ESR Subroutine
The ESR subroutine implements the algorithm discussed in 
chapter 5.3 The routine sorts out which quantising level, Hp, 
accommodates and then accumulates the magnitude of the error 
and the squared error in accumulators ET and ST respectively. 
The number of harmonics with magnitude within the limits of is 
stored in location N . The limits of H in machine code are:
4, < ^ < 7 ,
2,
Ho =1.
The most significant bit (MSB) of is ANDed with 40000^, 20000g 
lOOOOg ..... Ig successively. eg.If the result of ANDing with 
lOOOOg is TRUE then F^ is in quantising level ond the magnitude 
of the error is added to ET^, the squared error is added to ST^ 
and Njg is incremented by 1. ESR processes the remaining 
harmonics in o similar way.
UK: 40000
.ESR: STA 3,RESR Save return to STR.
LDA 2,TDF Load Fj into TDF.
LDA 3,LCK Load 40000 into LCK
AND 2,3,SZR AND F^ and 40000g. If result is





These steps are repeated for all H
Result is TRUE Go to L15 
Result is false. Halve 40000Q.
L15: LDA 2.ET15
ADD 1,2 
STA 1,ET 15 
MOV 1,2 )
JSR @AMPY )




Get current error magnitude subtotal 
from ET15.
Add error
Store new subtotal in ET15.
Add error squared to ST15
Increment N^g, the number of harmonics 
with magnitudes in level
LO: JMP SRESR Return to STR subroutine.
The STR routine is slightly modified.
245
STR: LDA 1,«0 )
LDA 2,@21 ) Calculate FFT resultant harmonic
JSR PTC )
LDA 2,@22 Get DFTTLU resultant harmonic
STA 2,TDF Store in TDF for ESR subroutine
SUBO 2,1 Calculate error.
MOVZL 1,1,SZC) If sign is negative, take the two's
NEC 1,1 ) complement, ie. the magnitude of the 
error is required
JSR OE5R Coll ESR subroutine
DSZ .NH Decrement index
JMP STR Index n"t zero. Process next 
harmonic
DSZ .NR Decrement program index (Set to 22)
JMP @52 Index not zero. Process next transform
HALT Index zero. 32 transforms processed.
On pressing the 'CONTINUE' switch on the console, the program writes 
[1^, STp, Np , p = 0 •••••14 from the accumulated results of 32 
transforms and then returns to DDOS mode.
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. T IT L  G128 
. ENT STLU. T,
. EX', N . D IV LP U TC
. ENT R l,S f l l ,C A 1 ,5 A 2 , CA2, SA3, Cfl3
. EXTD CFTST, HCON. CCAL, H
. EXTN . DADD,. MPV,. OSPP, . BDEC, SCNT,. TLUD




XR: 0 1 .1
BD: . BDEC
RSCNT: SCNT
R l : . R l-1
I I :  . SA 1-1
. N: @
RB: . RB-1
5 7 : . S7
. LOC 371
S R I: . S f l l - 1
SR2: . SA2-1
SA3: . SA3-1
CA1: . C A l-1
CA2: . CA2-1
CAS: . CA3-1
LDA 1 ,5 5
STA 1 , .  S5
82 : LDA 1 , ATLU
STA 1 ,2 9
LDA 1 , NTLU
STA 1 , . NTLU
B 3 : LDA 1, @20
MOVER 1 ,1
STA 1 , @21
DSZ . NTLU /
JMP B3
LDA 1 , RS
INC 1 ,1




. S 2: JSR N
JSR . -D
JMP @57
. STLU: LDP 1 , ATLU
STA 1 ,2 9
STA 1 ,2 1
LDA 1 , NTLU
STA 1 , .  NTLU





LDA 1 , RS
STA 1 , RS





























































































































LI®: LDA 2 ETiO











AND# 2, 3/ SZR
JMP
MOVZR 2,3 eAMPY
2, :<z SZR 9RMPV
t-'WZR
, ,JD# 2, 3, SZR STR 2,ST14
JMP ISZ N14
MOVZR JMP LP L8
Z j 3, SZR 2, ET13
1,2
2, ET13
2, 3, SZR 1,2 @AMPY
JSR 9RMPV
LDA


















































STA 2 , ST4
LDA 2, ET3







STA 2 , ET2
MOV 1 , 2
JSR DAMPY
LDA 2 , ST2
STA 2 , ST2
LDA 2, ET1
ADD 1 ,2
STA 2 , E T i
MOV 1 ,2
JSR DAMPY
LDA 2 , ST1
ADD 1 , 2
STA 2 , ST1
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. TITL G256
. ENT STLU, RB
. exth . orvr. PUTC
‘ .ENT Rl,SAJ.,Cfll,SA2,CA2,SM3,CA3
. EKTC CFT5T,MCOM,CCflL, U
. EXTN . C'fiOCv . MPVj , C-Sf-ft,. Bi'EC, 6CNT,. TLUC


















ST A 1, 29
LDA 1, r-JTLU




























ATIU . TLUD STA
NTLU ?64 LDA 2 , AN15 STM
. NTLU: 6 JSR S9
RS; LDA 1 , AET10 MOV 1 ,2
S5: LDA 2, m i e JSR
MAH: JSR 59 STA 0, HS
. 55 : LDA 1 , AET5 STA 1, LS
2, AN5
Z: 0 LDA 1, TC
2, TC
.S Z : LOR 0APLITC .
STA
LOA 1 , AET15 6DADD
STA SS HS
1 , AET10 LDA
54 : STA JSR STA 3, . SRS
052 LDA MOVZR 0 ,0
JMR JSR SS MOVR 1 ,1
LDA 0, ASS DSZ . SRS
LDA JSR 0RPUTC JMP
STA JSR &OSOR
JSR 1 , AST15 JMP
A: SS
. NH: 0 i ,  A s n e MAN
. R i : . BLK SS SRS:
. SA1 . BLK 1 , AST5 . SRS:
. C fil . BLK NN5:





1 / SASCNT 1 , AN10 AET5: ET5-1
SG AST15: S T15-1
LDA 1 , @ASCNT 1, ANS AST10: S T10-1
LDA 2 , @AMAM JSR SS AST5:
SUBO
MOVZL LDA N10-1
STM JSR 0APUTC ANS: ‘ N 5-1
SRET: @
JSR 0APUTC RPUTC:
JMP 0RDOS . NR:
ESR:
SS STA 3 , SPET TC:
STA STA 1, 20 HS:
LDA 9/R B STA 2, 21 LS:
STA 0 , 22 1 , HN5 RPTG: 0
9 , N 1 , .  NN5 MPY: . MPY
591 : LDA D IV I : . D IV I
STA 2 , @21 DADD:
JSR
LDA 1, 020 TDF:
LDA 2, 021 . HNS LCK: 40009
JSR PTG 591 RDOS:
LDA JMP 0SRET ASS:
STA 2.' TDF
SUBO 2 ,1 S6: STA 3, SRET
MOVLft 1 ,1 ,  SZC STA 1, 20
NEC 1 ,1 LDA 1, NN5
JSR 0ESR STA 1 , .  NN5
. NH S S I: LDA 1, @20
JMP @BD
DSZ DSZ , NN5
<JMP JMP S S I
HALT JMP
L15:
STfi 3, RESR ADD
Lum 2, TDF STA
LPfl %  LCK MOV
JSR
AND# 2, 3, 52R
JMP U15
MOVZR 3, 3 STA
AND# 2. 3, SZR ISZ
JMP Ll-r JMP
MOVZR U.4: I. DA
AMD# 2v 3, SZR
L13
MOVZR 3,3 MOV
AND# 2,3, SZR JSR
JMP L12 LDA
MOVZR
AMD# 2,3, SZR STA
JMP U 1 ISZ
MOVZR 3,3 JMP
























































CAMPY LDA 2, ST15


































US: LDA 2, ET6
ADD 1,2





















. L 5 : LOB 2 , ET5
BOP 1 ,2  





IS 2  N5
JMP L0







STB 2 , ST4
IS 2  N4
L 3 : LOB 2 , ET3
ADD 1 ,2




ADO 4 , 2
STB 2 , STS
152 NS
.. L 2 : LOA 2 , ET2
ADO 1 ,2
STB 2 , ET2
MOV 1 ,2
JSR GAMPY
LDfl 2 , ST2
STB 2 , ST2
. L I : LOA 2 , f i  1
BOD 1 ,2
STB 2 , ET1
MOV 1 ,2
JSR 9AMPV
LOA 2 , ST1
ADO 1 , 2


















. ENT STLU, RB
. EXTN . DIVLPUTC
. ENT R±,SA1,CAi, SA2, CA2, SAT, CA3
. EXTD CFTST,MCON, CCAL, H
, EXTN . DADO, . MPY,. C-SQR,. BL'EC, SCNT, TLL'D



















ATLU: . TLUD LDA 1 , RET15
NTLU: 7 f4  LDA 2 , RN15
. NTLU: 9 JSR S?
RS: e LDA i ,  AET10
55 : 5 LC'A 2 , AN ie
5 JSR £9
6 Ll>fl 1 , AET5
. ELK 490 LC'A 2 , AH5
@ JSR 59
LDA 0 , ASS
LDA 2 / N JSR 6APUTC PTG: STA 3 , RPT6
STA 2 , .N  STA 2,TC
LDA 2 , I I  I DA L A E T 1 5
STA 2 , 20  JSR 56 MOV 1,2
LDA 1 ,2  LDA 1 , RET10 JSR ®MHV
STA 1, @20 JSR 56 STA 0 / HS
DSZ . N LDA 1, AET5 STA 1, LS
JMP 54 JSR 56
LDA ASS LDA 1 , TC
LDA 2 , N JSR i?fiF'UTC LDA 2. T,;
STA 2 , .  HN JSR @MPV
JSR eCFTST LDA 1 , AST15
0 JSR 56 JSR @D3DD
0 LDA 1 , AST10 AHS: HS
. BLK 1090 JSR SS LDA 3 , SRS
. BLK 200 LDA 1 , AST5 STA 3 - .  Sfi?
.B L K  200 JSR SS S I :  MOVZR 0 -0
. BLK 100 LDA 0, ASS IW R  1 , 1
. BLK 100 JSR @riPUTC DSZ . FRS
, 8LK 100 JMP S I
. 8LK 15 0  LDA 1 / FW15 JSR ODSr.R
JSR 56 JMP 6PPTG
LDA 1 , 8ASCNT LDA 1 , flN16
JSR eBC* JSR 56 AMAH: MfiH
LCJA 1 , 6ASCNT LDA 1. A lf5 SR5: 0
LDA 2 , <?AMAN JSR SS . SRS: 0
SUSO 1 , 2  NN5: 5
MOVZL 2 , 2  LDA 0 , ASS . HNS: 0
STA 2 , SRS JSR fifiPUTC . NH: 0
MOV 2 , 1  LDA 0 , ASS 52 : . S2
JSR C-BD JSR ©APUTC AET15: ET15-1
LDA 0, R1 JMP 0ROOS AET10: ET j.0 -1
STA 0 ,2 0  AET5: ET5-1
LDA 0, I I  S9 : STA 3 , SRET RST15: ST15-1
STA 0 ,2 1  STA 1 ,2 0  AST10: S T10-1
LDA 0 , RB STA 2 ,2 1  AST5: ST5-1
STA 0 ,2 2  LDA 1 , MM5 AN15: H 15-1
LDA 0 , N STA 1 /.N N 3  AH1G: N10-1
MOVZR 0 ,0  5 9 1 : LDA 1,@20 AN5: N S - i
STA 0 , .  HH LDA 2,@21 SRET: 0
JSR @DIVI APUTC. PlJTC
LDA 1 ,'> 2 0  JSR 6-BD .H R : 40
LDA 2, @21 DSZ . NN5 ESR: . ESR
JSR PTG  JMP S?1 TC: 0
LDA 2, @22 JMP @SRET HS: 0
STA 2 , TDF LS : 0
5UB0 2 , 1  S6: STA 3 , SRET RPTG: 0
HOVLI# 1 ,1 ,  SZC STA 1 ,2 0  MPY: . MPV
MEG 1 ,1  LDA 1 , NN5 D IV I :  . D IV I
JSR @ESR STA 1 / .  m 5  P A M ': MDO
DSZ . HH S 61: LDA 1 -6 2 0  DSOR: . DSCIR
JMP STR JSR (?Bt> TDF: 0
DSZ . NR DSZ . HNS LCK: 40000
JMP @S2 JMP S61 RDOS: 37 *0 0
HALT JMP @5RET ASS: 0
256
US: LDfl 2,ET15
2, TOF ' fiOP 1,2
2, LCK STR 2,ET15
1, 2 LDfl 2, ETie
2, 3, SZP F10D 1,2
U S STA 2,ET1S
M0V2P 1,2 MOV 1,2
AND# 2, 2, SZR 2-ST15 JSR 5AMPV
JMP L14 ISZ IV15 LDA 2, ST IS
JMP L9 ADD 1/2
2, 2', SZP 2, ET14 STA 2, 5T10
Li3 4/2 rsz N10
M0V2P 2,3 L0
1, 2 L5>: 2, ET9
eftiipv 1,2





























ftMP# 2> 2, SZR 2,ET11 STA
JMP @L3 1,2 ISZ
MOVZR STA
AND# MOV L6 : 2.. ETe?
JMP JSR ffflMPV 1,2




. L? 2, STil 6AMPV
. L4 Mil
. L2 L0





















LOR 2 , ET5
ADD 1 ,2
STA 2 , ET5
MOV 1 ,2
JSR @RMF'V
LDA 2 , STS
STA 2, STS
LDA 2 , ET4
STA 2 , ET4
MOV 1 ,2
JSR GRMPY
LDA 2 ,5 7 4
ADD 1 / 2
STA 2 , ST4
LDA 2 , ET3
ADD 1 /2
STA 2 , ET2
MOV 1 ,2
JSR 9AMPY
Lf'A  2 , ST3
STA 2 , STS





LDA 2 , ST2
ADD 1 , 2
STA 2 , ST2
ISZ H2
LDA 2 , E T i
STA 2 , E T I
MOV 1 ,2
JSR DAMPY
LDA 2 , ?T1
STA 2 , ST1
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. T IT L  G1024 
. ENT STLU, R8
. EXTN . blVhFVTC
. ENT R i, S f il ,  CA1, 2A2, CA2, SF)3, CR3
. EXTD CFTST, MCON, CCAL, N
. EXTN . r.ftC't', . MPY,. C'SCiR,. St’EC, SCNT,. TLUD




LDA 1 , ATLU
LDA 1 , NTLU






LC'A 1 , RS
JSF: 9 CCAL
JSR SMCON
LDA 1 , RS
JSR UBD
JMP @57
LDA 1 , ATLU
STA 1 ,2 0
STA i , 21
LDA 1, NTLU








STA 1 , RS
LDA 1 . HAN




























STA 1 , LS
LDA 1 , TC
























3 , SRS 
3 , .  SRS 
0,0
ESR: STfl 3, RESR LIS: LDA 2, ET15 tie LDA
2d0
2, ET1C>
i m 2, TDF ADD 1 ADD 1,2
LDA 3, LCK STB 2, ET15 2, Erie
MOV 1,2 1,2
AND# 2, 5> 52R JSR ©FlMPV JSR @RMPV
JMP L15 LDA 2/ ?T15 LDA
M0V2R 3,3 AC-r- 1/2 ADD 1,2
2- 3, S2R 2, ST15 STR 2, STIC
NIC ISZ N W
ItoVZR L0





MOVZR 2, ST14 2, ST?
m o§ 2, 2, SZR 1,2 1,2
w U 1 2, ST14 STfl 2, STP
M0V2R N14 ISZ N?
RND« 19 JMP L@
Lie LDR 2, GTS
MOVZR 1, 2 ADD 1,2
2, 3, SZR 2, ET13 STA 2, ETS
JMP L5> 1,2 m v 1,2
MOVZR 2, ? @AMPY 9AMPY
AND# 2, 3, SZR LPA 2, ST13 2, STS
LS ACC. 1, 2 ADD 1,2
MOVZR STR i2. ST13 STA 2, STS
AND# 2, 3, SZR IS2 N12 ISZ MS
JMP L7 JMP L© JMP L0
MOVZR 3,2 Lf'fl 2, ET12 LDA 2, ET?
AND# 2, 3, SZR ADD 1,2 ADD 1,2
•JMP s m 2,ET12 STA 2, ET7
nqvzr MOV 1,2 MOV 1,2
JSR m ip y JSR (MMPY
LDA 2, ST12 LDA 2, s r r
MOVZR 3, 3 1, 2 ADD 1,2
AND# 2 , 3, SZR STA 2, ST12 STA 2, ST7
JMP @L-: ISZ N12 ISZ N7
MDVZP 3,3 JMP JMP L0
AND# 2, 3, SZR Lll LDA LDA 2, ETS
9L3 1, 2 1.2
MOVZR 2,3 ST.? 2,ET11 STR 2,ETf
AND# 2, 3, SZR MOV 1,2 MOV 1,2
JMP JSR ifflMPV JSR Sflf'fPV
JMP LDA 2, s m LDA 2, ST5
ADD 1, 2 ADD 1,2
. 15 2,ST11 STA
. L4 ISZ Nil ISZ N$"
. L3 JMP L0 JMP






S TO STS e

















. L4: IDR 2, ET4
ADD 1,2






















































A4.13 X - Y Plotter Control Subroutine
The plotter, device code 23, has 3 control lines
1 A - X direction
2 B - Y direction
3. C - Pen lift.
Subj 'tines CPB ond CPE mark the start and the end of the frequency 
axis by drawing o small mark in the Y direction of X = -lOOOg and
Subroutine SRTB moves the pen in the X direction by the value 
in TBI and then draws a vertical line from Y equal to the harmonic 
magnitude to Y = 0-. Subroutine SRTC is used to plot the error
- F^. It also moves the pen in the X direction by TBI and 
draws a vertical line from Y equal to the error value to Y a -400g> 
The format of the plot is given in Fig.5.4 in chapter 5.2.1.
Subroutine DOR contains the Assembler instructions that 
control the plotter. The following convention is adopted for this 
subroutine.
Register 0 controls line-A - X direction
Register 1 controls line B - Y direction
Register 2 controls line C - Pen lift.
The plotter has a built in delay of about 300 mS because of the
inertia of the pen carriage. Subroutine DEL increases this delay 
to about 1 second.
Subroutine SRTB.
263

















Get current X coordinate 
Get X shift
Calculate next X coordinate 
Store X coordinate 
Raise pen
Output the contents of registers 0,1 
and 2 to the plotter control subroutine 
Lower pen
Output reg. 0,1,2 to plotter control 
subroutine
Load zero into reg. 1.
Output reg. 0,1,2 to plotter control 
subroutine. The plotter draws a 
line proportional to the original 
contents of reg 1.
Raise pen




. SkTB - in


















A4.14 The LINK Software
The LINK software"1 links all the subprograms into one 
program which is loaded into the computer core ond run when the 
name of the program is keyed in. The programs are denoted os 
follows.
1) The Plotted Harmonics and Errors DP(X)l
2) The Numerical Error Analysis DV(X)l
(X) = 128,256,512,1024
The LINK software lists the subprograms names and core addresses.
267
: •LINKCDP128L $VDU, 0=D U  S=1000, eSR128 B> - , MCN52:B, PP21 :B, DP25:B, DPSX.i
00.4X • B, DQ'W; B, DP61: B. DP7551; B> PUPS: B, RVG: B- 0P12S: B, 0P143: B, PIP.TH. B
u w c u a i ,  S’.'T'M. O -r 'L . ’ 2B 5 , M 'N ? ,:: 3, [''P2J..B.. C -P 2 'j.B if
DDOS 1 6 RELOCATING UIM E? VEP 1 8 -  0 5 /1 2 /7 6  O P l^ B i
MREL






P R 902662 600056
003016 006050
. P24 003102 000650
003166 066050
. P26 066020









. 047 66/164 000050
. C348 604137 000030
045 000050
. R SI 004222
. 861 000050
. P M 004524 000020




. F64 00577'" 000026




















. r-'- 'k L'lvc-r


















OCfiL 0 0 0 9 .:: 
CSR 600113 
r-E:. ooo:-:':
IH'5 6 0 0 1 0 -




j 3 006133 
MBIT 0 0 0 3 - "  
--T20 00 .1 !-v? 
I-E 5 6 0 0 3 ."
113 1  00 21 22
S--42 00633 6
















POP 0 0 6 '.:..
IH 2 000103 



















: " 471 1.V' -37
sr-t-'i n, o.-. - 
•'•■>>: oo
TRI 200173



















s p - i:- : .
SPSS 000:251 
SRTp 6 0 6 '.. -. 


















. I-.- -R 
. MPV
: ^ IW < .0 R a 5 iS I.  W D U ..t> D L ,S » l'M 0 . B S P 2 5 6 -e .« ,L 2 f.« :B >M C IIS2 :e.0P21.B/C >P25:B .D P3X:B . 
4>l: B. D@5X:& D R ril :B , DPV551. B, P LP 5. 6, RVCi B -DP125 B, DP143 . B, ATH.BS . H i m  , ARTH:6
ODOS 1. S RELOCATING L1 i :ER VF" 1 . 0  -  0 5 '1 .- /7 0  C'F'2r.,t iI
. CCL5 002307 i3Oi-r.;,-'0
w  0620, :>
. r 2 1  002170 OOv--‘
. P25 083240 000050
. P21 0 0 :2 ^ 6  000050
. P22 003302 OPO. -0
. P32 0V253.S 000050
. P34 002002 000 " T0
. P25 00260-2
K G B
. 644 0O4-»62 0 0 0 0 ;- .
. 64 8  0 0 4 , " V 0 0 0 0 ": '
. 04 9  0 0 4 6 "?  000050
. A61 004722 00,X  V '
. B61 00 .,065 006050
. A62 005224 0 6 0 ' "0
. B62 O03257 600050
. 06 4  0033.10 660O2O
. D64 6 0 5 7 4 " 0 v 1050
. E64 00,527,5 OOOC50,
. 6 6 3  007626 000.0:
.063 00 71 63  OOOO"O
. H63 v0,.'2;:O 600050
. I S3 0 0 7 4 5 " 000020
. ..163 00747? 000058
. K63 00 76 36  000656
. L63 607672 @00050
. 161 1  0 .U V 2,7 oorv.-.o
. J 6 1  61602.:. 0606 0
.7 6 1 2  6 .0 2 1 1  000650
. 164 010.24':. 0
. H64 0 .;6?66 600030
4 010153 or.f,--
. 06 4  610412 06 00 ' ?'
. P S i 0 1 0 3 0 . 0 0 6 -2 4











C161 0Civ3a?i? C32 6003 S I  C ? 2 i
I :b 4 l  0^(1154 - Ch i  000274 012
CCfiL orjfv'u-: CFfST 8Ph :.--;. CPG 000:4:
CSP. 00 01 13  CTQ 000144 C'T2 000145
DEL OSO?45 DO" 00034.1 QETC 0 1 3 7 "^
iH iC - f M A jS  1? IMICdia 000003 @ IH 4
IHS 0 8 0 1 0  IH7
eijii- ic ! a w w i  112
M  I 11 001
119 W & 0 7 5  I I5 H
M Bl 600117 MB10
MB1S 000122 
MB 17 j0 i j l " '7
m i Q  0001-:-
1 1 e a a f j  IS® "1  C“ 000F5T 0 RB






MB 3 if 000121
00 06 6  © '  1J
@SCVL@0000rr T @ dSCNT @11620
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: LIMKIDP?!?!, $VDU, G=DL. S=10Wi.l. es^l-.i: 6, CCLSIS: £■ [1CI!rJ2:e, DP,21:8, DF'2t>. 6, DP3X .8' 0',' 
4>:. 6, Dti:jX ; Bj UP61. 6, M-'r'Vj*:. &, PLK^. 6, yVU .6. DP.IZU. 8, t-Ki.4,;. 6, HK 111. ti
L i- ' JVDV, 0 -!.'L, ..- j.vO u . .b , '" ‘J M ji  . L;, L 'F 'V l.e , L'l;-’2‘j : [•:. C'
PZ'X. B, 0Q4X . 6, MCkS . R. ul-'- L . Li. L 'v / . £. Puhu . U. r'VO . r« C f i :  .<. c . ..'I I'V.v. b. - -
LOOS 1. 6 REL0C--IT1NG LINKER VEF: 1. '3 -  0 5 /2 -V ? 6  
T IT L E  NHEL ZREL START
tioidi.t; oeo.r:*!'
. mcm4 0 0 4 0 : aokv:-.-'
. P-l'u 0O 44.il. 0 * 4 % e
. p ^ s  004-*'5 i oo
. PCI AM511 tio yo so
.P22 00 40 75  OOCCTO
. P a  aw;.! vouubo
. P34 OOSUiG VOi-vv. ;■
. P35 eti--.ua eAObO
. P36 0O C2-3 OCvOJ:
. P3? VOW05O
. P38 0054*.-  eoctt)
. P33 005471 OCiXV-
. C '4 i oo-'-y..^ yoyes©




. F64 m v e ' M  '301.1, .•
. R63 -.'iva.ljo  UMVJU--.0
. B63 till 'U vM  0nix--.i.
.063 0104'f' ifi'.’i.-1-
. Hte«: a i y ' j j j  y fluyM .i
. las ai&zrs ‘X ki.-
. ibii 0112-/' yfi ,,
. Jhi Ull.iy1; ‘.v-!‘.nitiO











114 o . jL i- ro
115 0 '.iu?4
MBS Ofur. LA
I' BlS U 22 
MB 16 Ov.-.V.i 
MB2 -ij.Mi
MBS Oyiijg
MSt- T 0- : •,
SI6":; i'"'" '.••
S IS  C..VJ.M' 
srsc oi.
• -".V15
c i6 i  oco::-,'
i.cLl •i'00154




"3 1 2  020123
MS-'.V OO-M'M
. •> ...'04 
'-.'0321
CRTS'! M h-'V:". 
1H3 000.102
I : rH  v.n».,42 
MB10 000120
MBiS OOOl'-'I'
IH 4 000054 
IHS 0 0 0 .-2
1 12 000062










SP262 V. 0 212 
•..•23,' VOO.'iT 
SP412 L" -0-2- 
30432
>2-.2 000202
2 M i l  V0V220 
S IS  OOV.M'
000045
00-...
3f2 li v.iOoiOO 
SB221 01o-1- 
l-.p.Oi 000210
s p ir 'i o.:v..:..•
.:P_21 000220 
>l"!41 000220
s i'; . '.  M O L
. 251.: 0 0 0-5 5  
: - i ' / 5  vo v ..'.5  
TB1 000173 
01 V i 016. .’-
:.i-;4rc 'it-’i*-
5k ik ooO--;- 
. DL'EL 0170 71 
. OIVU 0 1 .
U N K N U N N
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: •LINK<OP1024L fVDU, 0=DL, 5=1000, e£R1024:B, UuLaU ^  .B. I1CN52 ; B, DP21:B, DF'25:B, 0P2X:£ 
, 0PPQ4X; B, D05X: B, DP61:6. DP755%: ti. PLP6; 8- RVO: 6, DP121: B, DP14'_<: 6, ARTH: B
t in, , .'f,1.1, Ci='[.'L..uu^ N. vJ'-'i-h, i;i:i imXi hCMga:B: DP25:
B, DPj^ ; k:, o i o o v - :  is. nfv k , [>• 'tsv t.-i.i-v.y, KV':). =. v - & , H P
TH:B




. PLP6 G lM u O  W U " :
. RVO r m . l  j l  00k".''.






S * . .^  m,{U\A
sv:-> r.vu-je
SK63 n.'O.-., 




SP4?:2 iv iX -i 
s p t i i
SRTC -1'-1" 4:.:
s e  s m *
sm vi 
MSi'2 0 0 0 : ’  r:
v.xioi<?4






. SC 03 t'HYb
S i










. - - 4 ; j  ju . i. ' l*
SP'V;-1!  fii I ' a . 
oc-iC'j”-
11<! C’M Olf'i: 
. M V I  u - l . v -










i r ' ” 2
s<o:i-. 6eo-.'_
. {.VtiC 021471 
. OIVU 62 1 : .'4
. TLU e io - ' ic
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: •L I!ir- :r 'V j.2 ? I-- f'-C'U.- 0=C'U 5=14.00, GSR12?: B, CCL128: 0/ C f XX : B 
L IM K a - V iiS I ,  iVC-U. O - i 'L ' 5=1000, t s r i S S : B, CCL12S :B , DRXX . B
DDOS 1. »  RELOCATING LINKER VER 1 . 0 -  9 6 /2 2 /7 5
TITLE  NREL ZREL START
0=DL
e?i
etufixi W M O M  
00-'::? W W W
QCjAfr? e-.z-ov?^  
@04— 2 W W






















P '5 7 2
. R'.'u oiiiri
. F'125 dl2:z~ v v v v 'v
. P143 01: :1? v-jvvTO
. MPY C ' l? : : :  OWvTO
. DfiC-D •5 1 ? :-"  vvvvT-0
. C'-'vF: 015*100 000070
. shec- *i--t:r f-oo-:'?c
-BCTC 017511 000050
. TTIO  000050
015>?2I 000050
START AC'DR 061000
> 1 5 1
CC.fiL
o o o iz i 000124E III 0001-12000122 0001^3 00012J K III
000112 @0011-1
i = - : I i
f i l l rere 'J. -p -91
S P - i j l
f t H
SB 'f-
[ ' I '" '1 f ’ lv u
TLU TLUCi o l i y i , -
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A4.15. The Stored Table of Values STV
The format of the block is described in section A  3.10.2 
The data is given in decimal form but the Assembler software 
converts this to octal code.






A5 The Post Fourier Transform (FFT)
The input and output specifications and operating instructions 
are given in the listing at the end of this chapter. A discussion
on the errors is given in reference If).
A5.1 The Scale Factors MAN and SCNT
The FFT is programmed to allow the harmonics to have the 
maximum machine code values but not to overflow. Thus the 
harmonics ore represented at maximum resolution but the scale is 
not compatible with that of the DFTTLU. If the FFT analyses a 
maximum dc level (Fig.45.l) ie the ADC output is 2047^q , the 
harmonic £ o always hos a machine code value equivalent to 32768^^. 
The value of SCNT is dependent on N and is given in Table A5.1.
These are the maximum values of SCNT and are termed MAN.
Table A5.2 lists the value of MAN where the input signal is 
time varying and the maximum value of the harmonics, ^  has the
value equivalent to 16384i0, 8192^ etc.
TABLE A5.1






Table A 5.2 MAN fo r  d iffe re n t N and (!)
M A N 128 256 512 1024
3
When o noiselike signs! is analysed, the maximum value of 
the harmonic is set by the corresponding value of MAN. eg for 
N = 1024 and (^)= 8192, MAN = 7. SCNT con be less than or equal 
to MAN depending on the Amplitude of the signal. If SCNT is less
than MAM, the harmonics are NOT to the scale and
the scale must be adjusted by the difference between MAN and SCNT 














A5.2 Discussion on the Accuracy of o Fixed Point FFT
In reference 18, Welch presents a fixed point FFT error 
analysis which compares the results of a fixed point FFT with 
those of a floating point FFT. The floating point FFT uses a 
word with a 27 bit mantissa and is considered to be the 'accurate* 
answer. The analysis results in an expression for the upper 
bound error which is confirmed with experimental results.
The expression for the upper bound error is
rms (error) 2(" * 3^ 2 2~B C____________  *5.1
rms (result) rms (initial sequence)
M = log2 N
B = number of bits in the fixed point word excluding 
the sign bit.
= 15 (Nova 1200)
C = constant
= 0,9 (for 2's complement machine with truncation).
The signal used in the error analysis described 
has a ptp value of -1 and an rms value of 0,2. The variation 
of rms(error)/rms(rcsult) with N is given in fig. A5.2.
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07 1 07 IVISXS  ,TUVdJs 0 , 0,63«C 
07 1 10 12b . i l l  1.1C 1, 1, SK r=
0 7 m  0 0 0 4 0 2  J . ' il ’  .  + 2 
0 7 H S  006775 J.'iP  .-a
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A6 Sy-strm t Perform Error Tests
Fig.AS.l shows thi° error test system block diogrcm. The 
system con be divided into 2 parts,
1) The Hardware ie the noise generators, amplifiers etc.
2) The Software ie. the FFT and DFTTLU programs.
A6.1 The Hardware
The hardware consists of a noise generator, filter set, 
amplifier and attenuator . The roise generator has a frequency 
range of 20Hz to 20KHz at a \oltage of 1 volt peak to peak. The 
roise, filtered by the filter set, is amplified to approximately 
10V peak to peak and is fed to three inputs.
1) The ADC, used in conjunction with the FFT.
2) A true r.m.s. voltmeter.
3) An attenuator set to approximately 12dB which
attenuates to signal to about 2 5V peak to peak. This signal is
red to the LADC and a s processed by the DFTTLU.
4) An oscillator controlled pulse generator controls the 
sampling rate which is set at 20,48 KHz.
A6.2 Notes on the System
1) The filter set ollows a variety of noise signals to be 
generated ie bandpass, band reject and low pass wide and narrow 
band signals.
2) Thu oscillator sets the sampling rate of the system.
For a sampling rate of 20,48 KHz the following integral multiples







3) N c is e  g e n e ra to r is  s e t  so th a t  r m s  v c lu e  o f
n o is e  a t  th e  12 b i t A/D is  2 v o lts  ( P eck v c lu e  o f 
n o is e  r ; e r t r c i o r  o u tp u t is  5 t im e s its  rm s  v c lu e )
4 ) The LAX and ADC are peripherals of the Nova 1200


















Fig.A6.1 Block Diogrom of System to Measure Errors
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A6.3 Scolinq the Input Siqnols
The ADC has a peak to peak (ptp) voltage saving of approximately 
-10V to +10V. The binary output for the maximum positive level 
and maximum negative level is equivalent to 2047^q and -2048^q 
respectively. The LADC has a ptp voltage swing of approximately 
-2,5V. Sign magnitude notation is us^d and the binary output is 
equivalent to -18j^ The attenuator must be set so that a peak 
signal gives maximum output at both analog to digital convertors.
The attenuator in Fig.A6.2 is set to a nominal valut of 12dB and 
a short program is written to print the output of both analog to 
digital convertors. The dc supply is adjusted until the printer 
shows that the ADC output is equivalent to 2047^. The attenuation 
is then adjusted until the printer shows that the LADC output is 
equivalent to 18^. The value of the attenuation is H,7dB,
Attenuator j   L.A.D.C.





Fig.A6.2 System to calibrate the FFT and DFTTLU
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A6.4 Specificotions and Interconnectior 
Diagram of Error Test System
Noi Jnerator: Rohde and Schwarz
Type SVF BN 4150 
30 Hz - 6MHz
Filter Set: (l) Broel and Kjaer. Filter 
Set Type. 1614.
(2) Krohn - Hite 
Model 3550 
2Hz - 200KHz
Amplifier: Bruel and Kjoer Measu.ing 
Amplifier Type 2609 
20Hz - 20 000 Hz
Marconi Instruments 







(1) DAC. Experimental Instrument
(2) Hewlett-Packard 
7005B X - Y Recorder









Fig. A 6.3 DETAILED INTER CO NNEC ’IONS
A7 A Simple Worked Exomple of an 8 point DFTTLU
The example has the following specifications.
1) The X channel has 5 linearly spocea quantising levels.
2) The Y channel has 4 sinusoidally spaced abscissas
3) The tangent rule is used to solve the integration in
both channels.
4) N * 16
f(X|>
Fig.A 7.1 X C h anne l Quantising Levels
A7.1 The X Channel
The quantising thresholds are placed in the centre of each
The area of the ith panel is (13. - B.  ^) f (X^).
The total areaunder the function is
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i s 1 i = 1
i » I
Now X g - = 1  and the abscissas are linear 
B. - ^ s 0,2 s
i 2 3 4 5
Ki
0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2
1 2 3 4 5
& 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0
Wj = 0,2
s = 1, Mx




A7.2 TheY C h an n e l
C,
■hBs *k
The area, of the k th panel s (C^ ” _ )^ f (Y^)
'k
The total area under the function is J'f(y)dy Q| 
o k = 1
(h , -  h , .  i ) '  ( v
-
k = i
k 2 3 4
uk
0,38 0,32 0,22 0,08
r 2 4
0,.38 0,70 0,92 1,00 number of 
quantising levels
Equivalent signed address 
generator output
Y channel weight 
contrib ution to STV






f  <  e
1,00
* The limits of t’.is level are defined os in Al.2.3.
A7.4 The Derivation of the STV
.
r = 1  My j
The two dimensional array is derived os follows
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\ 1 2 3 4
1 (0,38)(0,20) (0,70) (0,20) (0,P2)(0,20) (i,00)(0,20)
2 (0,38)(0,40) (0,70)(0,40) (0 ,M )(0 ,40) (1,00)(0,40)
3 (0 ,38)(0,60) (0 ,70)(0,60) (0,92)(0,60) (l,00)(0,60)
-v (0,38)(0,80) (0,70)(0,80) (0,92)(0,80) (1,00)(0,80)
5 (0,38X1,00) (0,70)(1,00) (0,?2)(1,00) (1,00)(1,00)
5(2,3) - (0,92)(0,40)
F ig .A  7. 3 5TV A n v y
and are scaling factors. If the STV is set up in a 
minicomputer, the machine code representation is usually a 
different set of values. and are the scaling factors of these
values.
In this case D^ = l 0^ = 1
A7.5 Simple Fourier Anolysis
The signal to be analysed is a 16 point sampled sins wave.
Consider the system in Fig.2.3. ’Clock 1' is initially set
to the same frequency as 'Clock 2 ’ ie k s 1. 'Clock 1' is then
set to double thti frequency of 'Clock 2* ie. k = 2.
Equation 2. 32 is Used. Index in ih l :  section
_  2 . 'f- '
xy = 16 sgn(x(t) . y(t)) S (lnKnk)
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time n In Ku K „ 5(1/.,) S(lnK:„,)
1 X1 Y1 Y1
(0,38)(0,20) (0,3S)(0,20)




(0 ,M )(0 ,»0) (1,00)(0,80)
4 X5 y4 Y3
(1,00)(1,00) (0,92)(1,00)
5 X5 Y4 -Y1 (1,00)(1,00)
(0,38)(1,00)(-1)
6 X5 y4 -Y3 (1,00)(1,00) (0,92)(1,00)(-1)
7 X4 Y3 -Y4
(0,92)(0,80) (1,00)(0,80)(-1)
8 X2 Y2 -Y3
(0,70)(0,40) (0,92)(0,40)(-1)
9 “X1 -Y1 Y1
(0 ,3 :) (0,20) (0,38)(0,20)(-l)
10 ”X2 -Y2 Y3
(0,70)(0,40) (0,92)(0,40)(-1)
11 -X4 -Y3 Y4
(0,92)(0,80) (1,00)(0,80)(-1)





14 ”X5 -Y4 -Y3 (1,00)(1,00) (0,92)(1,00)
15 -X4 -Y3 -V4
(0,92)(0,80) (l,00)(0,80)
16 -X2 -V2 -Y3
(0,70) (0,40) (0,92)(0,40)
CkfCk; 1=10,22 1 .0 , 0 0
C*<2= Ckl Ck|, zCk^
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SCl K^^ j^ ) is the orroy in A7.3 
TobJ.e A7.1 gives the quantised values of 1^ of the signal as well
as the values of and K^r that with I , form the address pairs
of the 5TV, (ln ' and (l^ are listed.
There is clearly , harmonic at k = 2 as the signal is a
pure sine wove of frequency k s 1.
= ^(10.22)
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